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CHAPTER 1: GETTING
STARTED

1.1 Reading and Writing in College
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1.1 Reading and Writing in
College

Preview

This section of Ch. 1 will cover the following topics:

• using this textbook
• college vs. high school
• reading strastrategitegieses
• college resources

Writing well is difficult. Even people who write for a living often struggle to get
their thoughts on the page. For people who do not like writing or do not think of
themselves as good writers, college writing assignments can be stressful or intimi-
dating.

But you cannot get through college without having to write–sometimes a lot and
often at a higher level than you are used to. Educationally, you are moving into
deeper waters. A good introductory writing course will help you swim.

UsinUsing this Tg this Teexxttboobookk
The chapters in this textbook are divided into sections. Each section begins with
a green PPrerevivieeww box that lets you know what topics will be covered and ends with
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an orange TTakakeaeawawaysys box that highlights important points to remember. Red TTiipsps
boxes on the right side of the page provide interesting or helpful insights.

ExExercisesercises in blue boxes help you review the information presented. Work will be
submitted in Blackboard; look for instructions there.

The following supplemental information is also available in the text:

• BBllueue underlined text is a link to outside materials. Click on it to view the
material.

• RReded text with a dotted underline is a link to a brief definition of the word.
Click on it to view the definition. (If you print this book, the full GlGlossaossaryry
will be at the end.)

• PPurpurpllee boxes contain graphics. Click on the camera icon to view a Power-
Point presentation, video, or image.

You can read this text online throughout the term or you can download a PDF
to your desktop for easy access. You can also print out a paper copy to read and
annannootatatete.

CCoollllegege vs. Hie vs. High Scgh Schhooooll
In college, expectations change from what you may have experienced in high
school. The quantity and quality of work increases. The table below summasummarizesrizes
some major differences between high school and college assignments.

HiHigh Scgh Schhooooll CCoollllegegee

Teachers may set aside class time
for reading and reviewing
material.

You are expected to come to class with a
basic understanding of material.

Teachers often provide study
guides and other aids to help you
prepare for exams.

Reviewing is primarily your
responsibility.

Your grade is determined by a
wide variety of assessments, both
minor and major. Many
assessments are not
writing-based.

Your grade may depend on just a few
major assessments. Most are
writing-based.
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HiHigh Scgh Schhooooll CCoollllegegee

Writing assignments include
personal and creative writing.

Except in creative writing courses, most
writing assignments are eexxposipositorytory.

The structure and fformaormatt of
writing assignments is generally
familiar.

You may be asked to master new formats
or follow new standards within a
particular professional field.

Teachers try to help students who
are performing poorly, missing
classes, or not turning in work.
Often students get many “second
chances.”

Although teachers want students to
succeed, they expect you to take steps to
help yourself. “Second chances” are less
common.

RReaeadinding Strag Strategitegieses
Most discussions and writing assignments–from brief responses to in-depth
research papers–will require you to understand what you read. Following are
some strategies for getting the most out of assigned readings.

Planning

To handle college reading successfully, you need to manage your time and know
your purpose. “Time management” includes setting aside enough time to com-
plete work and breaking assignments into manageable chunks. For example, if
you are assigned a fifty-page chapter for next week’s class, don’t wait until the
night before to start. Give yourself a few days and tackle one section at a time.
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Tip

When you start a read-
ing assignment, identify
your purpose and write
it down on a sticky that
you put on the first
page of the book or on
your computer screen.
Keep that information
nearby and refer to it
occasionally as you
read.

Knowing what you want to get out of a read-
ing assignment–your purpose–helps you
determine how much time to spend on it
and helps you stay focused when tired or
distracted. Sometimes your purpose is sim-
ply to understand the reading well enough
to discuss it intelligently in class. However,
your purpose will often go beyond that. You
might read to compare two texts, to write a
personal response, or to gather ideas for
research.

Improving Comprehension

In college, you will read a wide variety of
materials, including textbooks, articles, and
scholarly journals. Your primary goal is to
identify the main point, the idea the writer
wants to communicate. Finding the main
point helps you understand the details–the
facts and explanations that develop and clar-
ify the main point. It also helps you relate the reading to things you learned in
class or in other assignments.

Sometimes that task is relatively easy. Textbooks have headings that identify main
concepts and often include comprehension questions at the end of a chapter.
(This text provides information in the Preview and Takeaways boxes.) Diagrams
and charts can help you understand complex information. Non-fiction books and
articles may have an introduction that presents the writer’s main ideas and pur-
pose. In long works, chapter titles give a sense of what is covered.
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Tip

Stop occasionally and
assess how well you
understand what you
are reading. If you
aren’t confident, go
back and read it again.
Don’t just push ahead.

A good way to review and reinforce what
you’ve learned is to discuss the reading with
classmates. Discussions can help you deter-
mine whether your understanding is the
same as that of your peers. They can also
spark new ideas or insights.

Active Reading

The most successful students in college are
active readers: students who engage in pur-pur-
posefulposeful activities as they read. The best way
to remember the information you read is to
do something physical with it, something
beyond just letting your eyes scan the page.
For example, taking notes as you read helps
your brain retain the information.

Exercise 1

There are many different ways to take notes, but the process does not
need to be difficult or complicated to be effective. The essay “How to
Mark a Book” by Mortimer Adler (link in Ch. 8) provides a simple tech-
nique that is effective and easy to personalize.

Print out the Adler essay. Read it through once. Then, read it a second
time, marking the essay up using the process Adler explains.

Scan the annotated essay as a PDF or take a correctly-oriented photo of
the pages and submit the assignment.
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Here is an example of what your marked-up essay should look like. You won’t say
exactly the same things; your notes are for you. But they should be thorough and
useful.

CCoollllegege Re Resourcesesources
If we try to handle every challenge alone, we can become frustrated and over-
whelmed. Following are some helpful resources available at Mt. Hood Commu-
nity College (MHCC):

• YYour instrucour instructorstors can clarify information and give you strategies to succeed.
To contact an instructor, use the Saints email system or My Messages in
Blackboard.

• TTutorsutors will not write or edieditt your paper for you, but they can help you see,
understand, and fix problems before you submit work for grading. Contact
them at https://www.mhcc.edu/lsc/

• TTecech suph supportport is available for Blackboard, Zoom, and Word. Call 503-491-7170
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or email computer.tutor@mhcc.edu
• LiLibrabrariansrians can quickly guide you to exactly the information you need. Con-

tact them at https://www.mhcc.edu/library/
• FFreeree, confi, confiddenential counsetial counselinling servig servicesces can help a student cope with difficult

personal situations or academic problems. They are available at
https://www.mhcc.edu/Personal-Counseling/

Many students are reluctant to seek help. They feel like doing so marks them as
slow, weak, or demanding. The truth is, every learner occasionally struggles. If
you are sincerely trying to keep up but feel over your head, ask for help as early as
possible. Most instructors will work hard to help students who make the effort to
help themselves.

Takeaways

• College reading and writing assignments differ from high school
assignments in quantity and quality.

• Managing college successfully requires you to plan ahead, divide
work into smaller, manageable tasks, and set aside sufficient time
for study.

• Learning to read purposefully and actively is crucial to succeeding
in college.

• Many resources are available to help with writing and other
aspects of college life. Ask for help when you need it.
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2.1 Word Confusion
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2.1 Word Confusion

Preview

This section of Ch. 2 will cover the following topics:

• frequently misspelled words
• commonly confused words
• hhomomononymsyms

Experienced writers know that deliberate, careful word selection leads to more
effective writing. This chapter covers common word errors and how to correct
them.

FFreqrequenuentltly Misspey Misspelllled Wed Wordsords
Spellcheckers are useful, but they cannot replace human knowledge and judg-
ment. Writers are responsible for the errors in their work.

Below is a list of words that are often misspelled. Each word has a segment in bold
type, which indicates the part of the word that is often spelled incorrectly. Read
through the list, noting words that are problematic for you.

accross disaappppoint integtegration particuular sepaararate

addddrress disapppprove intetelllligent perperform similailarr

answwer doesesn’t intereerest perperhaps sinsince

arguument eighhthth intererfere personnnnel speeeech
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athlthlete embarrrrass jeweellry possssessss strengthgth

beginnnning environonment judgmgment possssible succccess

behavivior exaggggerate knowleddge preprefer sursurprise

caleendaar familiiliar maintainain prejudjudice tatauught

carreerr finallllyy matheematics privilegegee temperaature

conscicieence governrnment meaant probababbly thorouorough

crowddeded grammaar nececessary psypsychologygy thoughtt

definiinite heighght nervousous purursue tiredd

desescribe illillegal occccasion refererence untilil

despererate immediaiatetely opiniionon rrhhyythmm weighhtt

diffffeerent importanantt optiimist ridicululous writttten
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Exercise 1

Find the 10 misspelled words in the following paragraphs. List them,
spelled correctly.

(Note: “Lenapi” is not misspelled; it is the name of a native American
tribe. “Breuckelen” is also not misspelled. Look for common words.)

Brooklyn is one of the five boroughs that make up New York
City. It is located on the eastern shore of Long Island directly
accross the East River from the island of Manhattan. Its begin-
ings stretch back to the sixteenth century when it was founded
by the Dutch who originally called it “Breuckelen.” Immedietely
after the Dutch settled Brooklyn, it came under British rule.
However, niether the Dutch nor the British were Brooklyn’s first
inhabitants.

When European settlers first arrived, Brooklyn was largely
inhabited by the Lenapi, a collective name for several organized
groups of Native American people who settled a large area of
land that extended from upstate New York through the entire
state of New Jersey. Over time, the Lenapi succumbed to Euro-
pean diseases or died in conflicts with European settlers or other
Native American enemies. Finalley they were pushed out of
Brooklyn completly by the British.

In 1776, Brooklyn was the site of the first importent battle of the
American Revolution known as the Battle of Brooklyn. The
colonists lost this battle, which was led by George Washington,
but over the next two years they would win the war, kicking the
British out of the colonies permanently.
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Tip

These words are identi-
fied by their papart ofrt of
speecspeechh as well as their
meaning. A definition
for each part of speech
is provided the first
time the term is used.
For more about parts of
speech, see Ch. 3.

By the end of the nineteenth century, Brooklyn grew to be a city
in its own right. The completion of the Brooklyn Bridge was an
ocasion for celebration; transportation and commerce between
Brooklyn and Manhattan became much easier. Then, in 1898,
Brooklyn lost its seperate identity as an independent city and
became one of five boroughs of New York City. In some people’s
opinion, the intagration into New York City should have never
happened; they thought Brooklyn should have remained an
independent city.

Note: Homework and essays in this class should follow MLA for-
matting guidelines (see Ch. 7.3 for details).

CCommommonlonly Cy Confusedonfused
WWordsords
As you study this information, pay special
attention to words that are challenging for
you.

A, An, AnA, An, Andd

• AA (aartirticcllee) is used before nnounsouns that
begin with a consonanconsonantt: aa key, aa mouse,
aa screen

• AnAn (article) used before nouns that
begin with a vvoowweell: anan airplane, anan
ocean, anan igloo

• AnAndd (conconjunjuncctitionon) connects two or
more words: peanut butter anandd jelly,
pen anandd pencil
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AAccecceppt, Ext, Excecepptt

• AAcceccepptt (vvererbb) means to take or agree to something offered: They aacceccepptedted
our proposal for the conference.

• ExExcecepptt (conjunction) means only or but: We could fly eexxcecepptt the tickets cost
too much.

AffAffecect, Efft, Effecectt

• AffAffecectt (verb) means to create a change: Hurricane winds affaffecectt the amount of
rainfall.

• EffEffecectt (noun) means an outcome or result: Heavy rains will have an effeffecectt on
crops.

Its, It’Its, It’ss

• ItsIts (pronpronounoun) shows possession: The butterfly flapped iitsts wings.
• It’It’ss (concontratracctitionon) joins the words “it” and “is”: It’It’ss a beautiful butterfly.

LooseLoose, Lose, Lose

• LooseLoose (aaddjecjectitivvee) describes something that is not tight or is detached: With-
out a belt, his pants are llooseoose at the waist.

• LoseLose (verb) means to forget, give up, or fail to earn something: She will lloseose
more weight while training for the marathon.

OfOf, Ha, Havvee

• OfOf (prepreposiposititionon) means from or about: I studied maps ofof the city.
• HaHavvee (verb) means to possess something: I hahavvee friends help me move.
• HaHavvee (linking verb) is also used to connect verbs: I should hahavvee helped her.

QuiQuitete, Qui, Quieet, Quit, Quitt

• QuiQuitete (aaddvvererbb) means to a significant degree: My work will require qquiuitete a
lot of concentration.
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• QuiQuieett (adjective) means not loud: I need a qquiuieett room to study.
• QuiQuitt (verb) means to stop or to end: I will qquiuitt when I am tired.

Than, ThThan, Thenen

• ThanThan (conjunction) is used to connect two or more items when comparing:
Registered nurses have less training thanthan doctors.

• ThThenen (adverb) means at a specific time: Doctors first complete medical
school and ththenen open a practice.

ThTheieirr, Th, Theey’y’rere, Th, Thereere

• ThTheieirr (pronoun) shows possession: The Townsends feed ththeieirr dogs twice a
day.

• ThTheey’y’rere (contraction of a pronoun and a verb) joins the words “they” and
“are”: ThTheey’y’rere the sweetest dogs in the neighborhood.

• ThThereere (adverb) indicates a particular place: The dogs’ bowls are over ththereere,,
by the table.

• ThThereere (pronoun) is also used to introduce a sentence in which the verb
comes before the subject: ThThereere are more treats handed out if the dogs
behave. Often this kind of sentence is better if reorganized: More treats are
handed out if the dogs behave.

TToo, T, Twwoo, T, Toooo

• TToo (preposition) indicates movement: Let’s go toto the circus.
• TToo also completes a certain type of verb: toto play, toto ride, toto watch.
• TTwwoo (adjective) is the number after one and it describes how many: TTwwoo

clowns squirted elephants with water.
• TToooo (adverb) means also or very: The crowd was tootoo loud, so we left.

WhWhoo’’s, Whs, Whoseose

• WhWhoo’’ss (contraction) joins the pronoun “who” and the verb “is” or “has”:
WhWhoo’’ss the new student? WhWhoo’’ss met him?

• WhWhoseose (pronoun) shows possession: WhWhoseose schedule allows them to take
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the new student tour?

YYourour, Y, You’ou’rere

• YYourour (pronoun) shows possession: YYourour book bag is unzipped.
• YYou’ou’rere (contraction) joins the pronoun “you” and the verb “are”: YYou’ou’rere the

girl with the unzipped book bag.
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Exercise 2

Type the following sentences, choosing the correct word from those in
paparenrenththeseseses. Refer to the rules above so your answers are correct.

1. My little cousin turns ____________ (to, too, two) years old tomorrow.
2. The next-door neighbor’s dog is ____________ (quite, quiet, quit) loud.

He barks constantly throughout the night.
3. ____________ (Your, You’re) mother called this morning to talk about the

party.
4. I would rather eat a slice of chocolate cake ____________ (than, then) a

chocolate muffin.
5. I don’t care ____________ (whose, who’s) coming to the party.
6. Do you have any ____________ (loose, lose) change to pay the parking

meter?
7. Father must ____________ (have, of) left his briefcase at the office.
8. The party ____________ (their, there, they’re) hosting will be in June at

____________ (their, there, they’re) ranch, and we are planning to be ____________
(their, there, they’re).

9. It must be fall, because ____________ (it’s, its) getting darker earlier.
10. Four animals live in my house: ____________ (a, an, and) cat, ____________ (a, an,

and) owl, ____________ (a, an, and) two old dogs.

HomHomononymsyms
Homonyms are words that sound like each other but have different meanings. For
example, a witch rides a broom, but the word “which” is a question word when
choosing between options.
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Following is a list of commonly confused homonyms. Read through the list, pay-
ing particular attention to words you have found confusing in the past.

LeaLead, Ledd, Led

• LeaLeadd can be used in several ways. As a noun, is can name a type of metal:
The lleaeadd pipes in my home need to be replaced. It can also refer to a position
of advantage: Our team is in the lleaeadd. As a verb, it can mean to guide or
direct: The girl will lleaeadd the horse by its halter.

• LedLed (verb) is the past tensepast tense of “lead”: The young volunteer lleded the patrons
through the museum.

Lessen, LessonLessen, Lesson

• LessenLessen (verb) means to reduce in number, size, or degree: My dentist gave me
medicine to llessenessen the pain of my aching tooth.

• LessonLesson (noun) is reading or exercise for a student: Today’s llessonesson was about
mortgage interest rates.

PPassed, Passed, Pastast

• PPassedassed (verb) means to move: He passedpassed slower cars using the left lane.
• PPastast (noun) means having taken place before the present: T he argument

happened in the pastpast, so there is no use in dwelling on it.

PPrinrincicippllee, P, Prinrincicipalpal

• PPrinrincicippllee (noun) is a fundamental concept that is accepted as true: The prin-prin-
cicippllee of human equality is an important foundation for peace.

• PPrinrincicipalpal (noun) has two meanings. It can mean the original amount of debt
on which interest is calculated: The payment covered both principal and
interest. Or it can mean a person who is the main authority of a school: The
prinprincicipalpal held a conference for parents and teachers.

ThThrereww, Th, Throughrough
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• ThThrereww (verb) is the past tense of the word “throw”: She ththrereww the football
with perfect form.

• ThThroughrough (preposition) indicates movement: She walked ththroughrough the door
and out of his life. (Note: “Thru” is a non-standard spelling of “through”
and should be avoided.)

WhWhereere, W, Weaearr

• WhWhereere (adverb) is the place in which something happens: WhWhereere is the
restaurant?

• WWeaearr (verb) is to carry or have on the body: I wweaearr my hiking shoes when I
climb.

WhWheeththerer, W, Weaeaththerer

• WhWheeththerer (conjunction) means expressing a doubt or choice: I don’t know
wwhheeththerer to go to Paris or Hawaii.

• WWeaeaththerer (noun) is a quality of the atmosphere: The wweaeaththerer could be rainy.
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Exercise 3

Type the following sentences, choosing the correct homonym from the
options in parentheses. Refer to the rules above to ensure that you
choose the correct word.

1. I ____________ (where, wear) my pajamas to attend online classes.
2. Being ____________ (led, lead) up the mountain by a guide felt safer.
3. Serina described ____________ (witch, which) book was hers.
4. Do you think it is healthy for Grandpa to talk about the ____________

(passed, past) all the time?
5. Eating healthier foods will ____________ (lessen, lesson) the risk of heart

disease.
6. Everyone goes ____________ (through, threw) hardships in life.
7. The ____________ (weather, whether) continued to be unpredictable.
8. The ____________ (principal, principle) gave the students a long lecture

about peer pressure.

The English language contains about 200,000 words. Some are borrowed from
other languages. Some have multiple meanings and forms. When in doubt, con-
sult an expert: the dictionary!
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Takeaways

• Error-free spelling enhances your credibility with readers.
• Differentiating homonyms can reduce confusion.
• Choosing the proper words leaves a positive impression on read-

ers.
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2.2 Word Choice

Preview

This section of Ch. 2 will cover the following topics:

• using a dictionary and a thesaurus
• recognizing connconnootatatitionsons
• avoiding slang, cclilicchhésés, and overly general words

If you have always been an aavividd reader, your vocabulary is probably large and you
generally use words correctly. The best time to develop language skills is as a child,
but it’s never too late to start. The more you read, the larger your vocabulary gets
and the more the rules of language use are automatically embedded in your brain.

But studying how to use words can also expand your vocabulary and increase your
ability to use words correctly.

Use a DiUse a Dicctitionaonary anry and Thd Thesaesaurusurus
Even professional writers need help with the meaning, spelling, pronunciation,
and use of some words. No one knows every word in the English language and
their multiple uses and meanings, so all writers, from beginners to professionals,
can benefit from using a dictionary and a thesaurus.

Most good dictionaries provide the following information:

• Spelling: how the word and its different forms are spelled
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Tip

Never simply replace
one word with another
unless you are sure you
know what the replace-
ment word means!

• Pronunciation: how to say the word
• Part of speech: the function of the word in a sentence
• Definition: the meaning or meanings of the word
• SynSynononymsyms: words that have similar meanings
• Etymology: the history of the word

Look at the following dictionary entry and see if you can identify parts from the
list above:

mmythyth, mith, n. [Gr. mythos, a word, a fable, a legend.] A fable or legend
embodying the convictions of a people as to their gods or other divine
beings, their beginnings and early history and the heroes connected with
it, or the origin of the world; any invented story, having no existence in
fact.—myth • ic, myth • i • cal

A thesaurus gives a list of synonyms and anantontonymsyms for a word. A thesaurus can
help you find the perfect word to convey your ideas. It will also help you learn
more words.

Here is an example thesaurus entry. It gives
the word, its part of speech, an example of
its use, and synonyms and antonyms.

precociprecociousous adj., She’s such a preco-
cious child.: uncommonly smart,
mature, advanced, bright, brilliant,
gifted, quick, clever. Ant. slow,
backward, stupid.

Every time you use a dictionary or a the-
saurus, the number of ways you can express
yourself grows.
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RRecognizinecognizing Cg Connonnootatatitionsons
“Denotation” is the dictionary definition of a word, its liliteralteral meaning. A “conno-
tation” is the emotional or cultural meaning attached to a word. The connotation
of a word can be positive, negative, or neutral. Look at the differences illustrated
here:

ScraScrawnwnyy

• Literal definition (denotation): exceptionally thin and slight
• In a sentence: Although he was a scrawny child, Martin developed

into a strong man.
• Connotation: negative. In this sentence, the word “scrawny”

implies weak or flawed.

SSkinnkinnyy

• Literal definition (denotation): having little fat
• In a sentence: Skinny jeans have become very fashionable.
• Connotation: positive. In this sentence, the word “skinny” has posi-

tive cultural and personal overtones. Connotations can change over
time. For example, in the past, “skinny” had only negative connota-
tions, meaning less than normal.

LeanLean

• Literal definition (denotation): lacking or deficient in flesh
• In a sentence: My brother is lean, but I have a more muscular build.
• Connotation: neutral. The word “lean” does not evoke an overly

thin person like the word “scrawny,” nor does it imply the positive
cultural impressions of the word “skinny.” It is merely a neutral
descriptive word.

These words have very similar denotative meanings; however, their connotations
differ dramatically. Obviously, writers want to use words with correct literal
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meaning, but writers must also keep connotative meanings in mind when choos-
ing a word.

Exercise 1

For each of the words listed below, identify two synsynononymsyms. One should
have a positive connotation and one a negative connotation.

For example:

dog: pet (positive), mutt (negative)

1. Smell
2. Liar
3. Proud
4. Young
5. Private

AAvvoioidinding Slang Slang ang and Clid Clicchhésés
SlanSlang is infg is informal wormal words thaords that at are nre nonon-stan-standadard Enrd English.glish. “Non-standard” means
“not accepted by most people as correct.” Slang is language used by a specific
group and often changes over time as new fads appear. For example, the word
“cool” was common slang in the 1960s, whereas “cold” is common slang these
days. Slang is appropriate between friends in an informal context, but should be
avoided in professional and academic writing.

CliClicchhés aés are ere exxpressipressions thaons that hat havve le lost thost theieir effr effecectitivveneness becaess because thuse theey ay arere
oovverused.erused. For example, the phrase “fluffy white clouds” is boring because we’ve
heard it a million times. The poet Rupert Brooke called clouds “rounds of snow.”
Better, right? We aren’t all poets, but writing that uses clichés suffers from a lack
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of originality and insight. Avoiding clichés will help your writing feel original and
fresh. Here is an example:

• Cliché: When my brother and I have an argument, he says things that makmakee
mmy by bllood boil.ood boil.

• Better: When my brother and I have an argument, he says things that make
me really angry.

• Original: When my brother and I have an argument, he says things that
make me want to go to the gym and punch the bag for a few hours.
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Exercise 2

Identify a casual word that you use frequently that is acceptable in con-
versation but not in the kind of formal writing expected in college.
Write a sentence using the word, underlining it. Then rewrite the sen-
tence replacing the casual word with a more formal option that means
the same thing.

For example:

• Casual sentence: When he doesn’t get what he wants, he’s a jerjerkk.
• Revised sentence: When he doesn’t get what he wants, he

behaves badly.

(Don’t pick a texting abbreviation, such as “LOL” or “OMG.” They are
casual and should be avoided in formal writing, but this assignment is
looking for actual words.)

Then, identify one cliché that you have used in the past. Write a sen-
tence using the cliché and underline it. Then rewrite the sentence
replacing the cliché with a more original option that means the same
thing.

For example:

• Cliché sentence: In this job, it’s important to think outsithink outsidde of the of thee
boboxx.

• Revised sentence: In this job, it’s important to think creatively.
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AAvvoioidinding Ovg Overerlly Geny General Weral Wordsords
General words are vague and boring. Specific words and images make writing
more interesting to read. Details bring words to life. They provide color, texture,
sound, even smell.

Which sentence in each pair is more visual?

• My new puppy is cute.
• My new puppy is a ball of white fuzz with eyes like black olives.

• My teacher told us plagiarism is bad.
• My teacher, Ms. Atwater, told us that plagiarism is illegal and unethical.

Notice that it isn’t the use of fancy words that makes an image vivid; it’s the use of
specific examples.

Exercise 3

Revise the following sentences by replacing the overly general words
(which are in bold) with more precise and interesting language. Don’t
overdo; just add some specific detail.

1. My sister’s new hair style was ininterestinterestingg.
2. The ggoodood dog got a cookie.
3. The farmer was titiredred after a long day.
4. She thought the guy at the next table was cutecute.
5. Santiago worked hahardrd on the brick patio.
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Takeaways

• Using a dictionary and thesaurus will improve your writing by
expanding your word choice.

• Connotations of words may be positive, neutral, or negative. Be
aware of connotations when choosing words.

• Slang, cliches, and overly general words should be avoided in writ-
ing.
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CHAPTER 3: PARTS OF
SPEECH

3.1 Nouns and Capitalization
3.2 Pronouns
3.3 Verbs
3.4 Adjectives and Adverbs
3.5 Prepositions
3.6 Conjunctions and Interjections
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3.1 Nouns and Capitalization

Preview

This section of Ch. 3 will cover the following topics:

• understanding the system of “parts of speech”
• a noun’s job
• common and proper nouns
• capitalization rules

There are two ways to be a more correct writer:

• read a lot
• study grammagrammarr

If you read lots of books as a child and continued to read over the years, chances
are your writing is already correct. Why? Because your brain absorbed the struc-
tures and systems we call “standard English usage” as you read. You may not be
able to recite the rules, but you use them correctly when you write.

If that didn’t happen, you probably struggle with writing to some extent. But it
is never too late! Reading as an adult will automatically help you write more cor-
rectly. In the meantime, you can learn to avoid common mistakes by studying
grammar.

Why does writing correctly matter? Well, writing correctly is part of how students
are graded in every class that involves writing (and that is most classes). But writ-
ing correctly is also important after college. Stop now and read the essay “I Won’t
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Hire People Who Use Poor Grammar. Here’s Why” by Karl Wiens (a link is in Ch.
8).

Writers who want to write more correctly need to study grammar so they can con-
sciously make correct choices. Does it take work? Yes. But like every challenge in
life, this one won’t get better until you deal with it. The information in this chap-
ter will get you closer to the kind of writing you want to be able to do.

ThThe “8 Pe “8 Paarts of Speecrts of Speechh””
“Parts of speech” is the system we use to explain how to build sentences–which
word goes where, why, and in what form.

Even if you struggle with writing, your brain already has a pretty good grasp of
how this system works. For example, you know there is something wrong with
this sentence:

I love dog my.

If I asked you to explain the problem, I doubt you would say, “The possessipossessivvee pro-
noun ‘my’ is being used as an adjective here, to show who owns the dog, and in
English, adjectives usually come before the noun they modify.” But you’ve heard
enough correct examples that your brain automatically sees the problem. The
sentence should be: I love my dog.

Can you spot the more subtle errors in the following sentences?

• The two best things about the party was the music and the food. (Error: susub-b-
jecjectt/verb agreement. The verb “was” does not agree with the subject
“things.” It should be “were.”)

• Natalie found a sparkly girl’s bracelet on the sidewalk. (Error: mispmisplalacedced
mmodifiodifierer. It’s not a sparkly girl, it’s a sparkly bracelet.)

• When John’s dog came back, he was so happy. (Error: unclear pronoun ref-
erence. Who was happy? The dog or John?)

ThThe lae labebel “pal “part of speecrt of speechh” ref” refers to wers to whahat jot job a wb a word is dord is doinoing in a seng in a sententencece.. There
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are eight parts of speech in English. In other words, there are eight possible jobs.
Here is a list, with brief job descriptions:

1. nnoun:oun: names a person, place, thing, or idea
2. pronpronoun:oun: used in place of a noun to avoid repetition
3. aaddjecjectitivvee:: mmodifiodifieses a noun or pronoun
4. vvererbb:: shows action, links subjects with words that describe them, or helps

other verbs do those things
5. aaddvvererbb:: modifies verbs, adjectives, and other adverbs
6. prepreposipositition:on: shows the position of something or someone in space and time
7. conconjunjuncctition:on: connects words, pphhrasesrases, or cclalausesuses
8. ininterjecterjectition:on: shows surprise or emotion

In Ch. 3, we will study these eight parts of speech, one at a time and in depth.
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Graphics

This PowerPoint presentation is a visual review of the parts of speech.
Click on the image below to open it and work through the slides.

WhaWhat Is a Nt Is a Noun?oun?
The simplest words in English are nnounsouns; they are easy to understand and found
everywhere. To understand how English is structured, start by understanding
what nouns do and how to find them in sentences.

AA nnounoun is a wis a word thaord thatt namnameses peopeoppllee, p, plalaces, thinces, things, or igs, or iddeaseas.

Remember that “part of speech” is what job a word is doing in a sentence. “Nam-
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ing” is a noun’s job. All of the following words are nouns because they name
someone or something:

rabbit, tangerine, paper clip, Mars, pride, student, Alaska

Most nouns are things you can see (like a mouse or the sun), but nouns can also
name ideas (like democracy or faith).

Proper Nouns

There are two types of nouns: proper and common. Proper nouns name specifispecificc
people, places, things, or ideas. For example:

• people: Shakespeare, Jean
• places: Paris, Gresham, the South
• things: Kleenex, Geology 101, Oreos
• ideas: Buddhism, Reconstruction

Proper nouns can be more than one word, but they still name one thing. For exam-
ple:

• people: Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Bill Gates, Billie Eilish
• places: New York City, Republic of Ireland
• things: House of Representatives, MacBook Pro
• ideas: Harlem Renaissance, Green New Deal

The following types of words are usually proper nouns:

• deities, religions, religious followers, sacred books (Allah, Catholic, Protes-
tants, the Torah)

• family relationship when used as a name (Mom, Grandpa Lenz)
• nationalities, languages, races, tribes (Italian, Japanese, African American,

Apache)
• educational institutions, departments, specific courses (Mt. Hood Commu-

nity College, Humanities Department, Writing 115)
• government departments, organizations, political parties (Army Corps of
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Tip

Proper nouns are
always capitalized.

Common nouns are
never capitalized,
unless they are the
first word of a sen-
tence.

Engineers, Doctors Without Borders, Democratic Party)
• historical movements, periods, events, documents (Black Lives Matter, the

Renaissance, March Madness, Declaration of Independence)
• trade names (Apple, Xerox, Newman’s Own)
• months, holidays, days of the week–but not seasons (July, Yom Kippur, Fri-

day, but not winter)
• titles when used as part of a person’s

name–but not when used alone (Gover-
nor Brown, but not the governor of Ore-
gon)

• titles of books, movies, CDs (The Hunger

Games, “Bohemian Rhapsody,” Back to

Black)

Common Nouns

Common nouns name ggeneneraleral people, places,
things, or ideas. For example:

• people: students, aunt, dog
• places: river, country, home
• things: aquarium, car, hamburger, rose
• ideas: democracy, love, happiness, reli-

gion

Common nouns, like proper nouns, can be more than one word, but they still
name one thing. For example:

• people: homeless person, state representative
• places: high school, swimming pool
• things: printer cartridge, washing machine
• ideas: civil rights, public speaking

Nouns of more than one word are called comcompounpound nd nounsouns. The two words
together have a meaning that is different from the two separate words. For exam-
ple, a “state” is one thing, a “representative” is another thing, and a “state repre-
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sentative” has a third, slightly different meaning. Sometimes compound nouns
are written as one word (“greenhouse”) or hyphenated (“mother-in-law”). Check
a dictionary to be sure.

Changing Jobs

Sometimes words can be a proper noun in one sentence but a common noun in
another. For example:

• My sister Fern prefers ferns to flowers. (“Fern” is a proper noun because it is
a specific person’s name, but “ferns” is a common noun because it names a
general type of plant.)

• My mother said she was tired, but Dad was ready to go. (“mother” is a com-
mon noun here because it names the relationship, but “Dad” is what we call
him, so it’s a proper noun.)

• When Obama was President, he actually called the president of my garden
club. (“President” is only capitalized when it refers to the President of the
United States, not when it refers to someone like the “president of my gar-
den club.”)
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Graphics

Cartoon videos are an easy way to review the information you studied.
Click on the icon below to view a video about nouns:
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Exercise 1

Type up the following sentences. Double space the text.

1. Toby studies film at the University of New Mexico.
2. I spend time in the garden because it is so peaceful.
3. Blues guitar is my very favorite music.
4. Rats! The noisiest dog on our block just had puppies.
5. John lives in Oregon now, but he previously lived in California,

Alaska, Texas, and Massachusetts.

Identify which words in the above sentence are nouns by highlighting
them in yellow. Remember that a noun can be proper or common and
also can sometimes be more than one word.

For example: The fox jumped over the sleeping German Shep-
herd, then ran silently away.

The word “fox” is a common noun and one word. “German Shepherd”
is a proper noun made up of two words.

When you have finished this exercise, keep it handy; you will continue
to work on these same sentences as you proceed through Ch. 3.

CCaapipitalizatalizatitionon
Knowing what to capitalize is not difficult: there are only a few rules.

Why are rules of capitalization in a chapter about nouns? Because one of the main
ways capital letters are used is to differentiate between proper and common nouns.
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PProroper nper nouns aouns are alre alwaways cays capipitalized.talized. CCommommon non nouns aouns are nre noot cat capipitalized.talized. The fol-
lowing table illustrates the differences:

commcommon non nounoun PProroper Nper Nounoun

museum The Art Institute of Chicago

theater Apollo Theater

country Malaysia

uncle Uncle Javier

doctor Dr. Jackson

book Pride and Prejudice

college Smith College

war Spanish-American War

historical event Renaissance

Besides proper nouns, there are just a few other capitalization rules:

• ThThe prone pronoun “I” is aloun “I” is alwaways cays capipitalizedtalized: It’s time II settled down and found a
job.

• ThThe fie first wrst word in eord in evvery senery sententence is cace is capipitalizedtalized: PPeaches taste best when they
are cold.

• ThThe fie first wrst word in a senord in a sententence-lce-lenength qgth quouotatatition is caon is capipitalizedtalized: The college
president asked, “WWhat can we do for our students?”

• ThThe fie first, last, anrst, last, and main wd main words in a tiords in a titltle ae are care capipitalizedtalized: I found a copy of
Darwin’s book TThe OOrigin of SSpecies at a yard sale.

That’s it. The challenge is not understanding when to capitalize. It’s just remem-
bering to do it.
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Exercise 2

Type up the following sentences, correcting any capitalization errors.

1. my best friend’s name is judy and i met her in alaska.
2. Last term, I read a book called the thing with feathers by noah

stryker.
3. If the movie is that bad, i have to ask, “why spend your money?”
4. uncle jack smoked cigars and drank too much, but He loved his

wife and son.
5. Mt. Hood community college is offering a few face-to-face classes

now.
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Takeaways

• Understanding parts of speech is the first step in understanding
how writing works.

• A noun names a person, place, thing, or idea.
• Nouns are either proper or common.
• Always capitalize the following:

◦ proper nouns
◦ the pronoun “I”
◦ the first word in every sentence
◦ the first word in a sentence-length quote
◦ the first, last, and main words in a title.
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3.2 Pronouns

Preview

This section of Ch. 3 will cover the following topics:

• a pronoun’s job
• fixing common pronoun problems

PPronronounsouns cause more trouble than nouns. To master pronouns, start by noticing
the word “pronoun” has “noun” embedded in it. That gives us a hint that they are
related, and you already know what a noun is.

WhaWhat Is a Pt Is a Pronronoun?oun?
A pronA pronoun is a woun is a word thaord that ret repplalaces a nces a noun to aoun to avvoioid red repepetititition.on.

Here is an example of how pronouns work:

Maria threw the boomerang and it came back to her. (“it” and “her” are
pronouns)

If there were no pronouns, writing and speaking would be tedious and repetitive.
The above sentence would be written like this:

Maria threw the boomerang and the boomerang came back to Maria.

The noun that is being replaced by the pronoun is called its anantecedtecedenentt. “Maria”
is the antecedent of “her” and “boomerang” is the antecedent of “it.”
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Compared to nouns, there are very few pronouns. Following is a pretty complete
list. Read through it to get familiar with the kind of words that work as pronouns.

all she no one they

another her nothing this

any hers one those

anyone herself our us

anybody I ours you

anything it ourselves your

both its several yours

each itself some yourself

either many somebody yourselves

everybody me someone we

everyone my something what

everything myself that which

few mine their whichever

he most theirs who

him neither them whom

himself nobody themselves whoever

his none these whomever

Pronouns can be divided into lots of different types: personal, possessive, reflex-
ive, intensive, indefinite, demonstrative, interrogative, relative, etc. Don’t let that
overwhelm you. Pronouns all have the same basic job: they replace nouns to
avoid repetition.

CCorrecorrectinting Pg Pronronoun Errorsoun Errors
Pronoun errors are the second most common error in college writing (comma
errors are #1), so it is worth your time to study pronouns and understand how to
use them correctly.
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The three most common pronoun errors are these:

• unclear pronoun reference
• lack of noun/pronoun agreement
• shifts in person

Error #1: Unclear Pronoun Reference

If we don’t understand which noun the pronoun has replaced, that is called an
unclear pronoun reference. For example:

Before syncing my phone with my laptop, I deleted everything on it.
(What does the pronoun “it” refer to? The phone or the laptop? This is
an example of an unclear pronoun reference.)

A clearer explanation would be this:

I deleted everything on my phone before syncing it with my laptop. (Now
“it” clearly refers to the phone.)

Error #2: Lack of Noun/Pronoun Agreement

Pronouns must agree in number with the nouns to which they refer. If the noun
is singular, the pronoun replacing it should also be singular. If the noun is plural,
the pronoun replacing it should be plural. For example:
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Tip

People in the transgen-
der and gender non-
conforming
communities often use
the pronoun “they” to
refer to one person. In
the past, we would not
say, “Mason has a new
cat because ththeeyy love
cats.” Traditional gram-
mar required a singular
pronoun when refer-
ring to a singular noun.
But respect for an indi-
vidual’s identity is an
important part of the
evolution of language.

Don’t assume which
pronoun a person uses.
It is okay to politely ask
people their pronoun.

The parrot (singular) sat on its (sin-
gular) perch.

The parrots (plural) sat on their
(plural) perches.

When referring to several people, it can be
tempting to avoid sexist language by using
both male and female pronouns rather than
defaulting to male. For example:

Sexist: An actor must share his
emotions.

Not sexist, but awkward: An actor
must share her or his emotions.

A better fix: Actors must share their
emotions.

Although many singular pronouns in Eng-
lish reflect a specific gender (he, she, him,
her), most plural pronouns do not (they,
them, their, we, us).

Error #3: Shifts in Person

To understand what “person” means, imag-
ine a conversation between three people.
The first person would speak using “I.” That
person would talk to a second person using
“you.” When they talk about a third person,
they use “he,” “she” or “they.”

• First person pronouns: I, me, mine, we, us, ours
• Second person pronouns: you, yours
• Third person pronouns: he, him, his, she, her, they, them, theirs, one, any-
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Tip

Don’t use second per-
son (“you”) in college
or business writing. It
is too casual. Use first
person (“I”) or third
person (“she,” “he,”
“them”) instead.

one, it, its

First, second, and third person should not be incorrectly mixed. That is called
“shifts in person.” For example:

With our delivery service, cus-
tomers can pay for their groceries
when ordering or when you receive
them. (“Customers” is third person,
so “you,” which is second person, is
a shift in person.)

Here is how the sentence should read:

With our delivery service, cus-
tomers can pay when they order or
when they receive the groceries.”

Three More Quick Pronoun

Guidelines

1. The words “who,” “whom,” and
“whose” refer only to people. The word “which” refers to things. The word
“that” can refer to people or things. Never write “I have a dog wwhhoo bites.”

2. To decide whether to use “me” or “I,” take out the other person’s name and
see if the sentence sounds right: “The teacher looked at Maria and I.”
sounds wrong. “The teacher looked at Maria and me.” is correct.

3. Never put a pronoun directly after a noun. For example: “ChChristinristine she shee
went to work earlier than usual.” Delete either the pronoun “she” or the
noun “Christine.”

The above information should give you everything you need to use pronouns cor-
rectly. Study the information until you actually understand it.
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Exercise 1

Type up the following sentences, correcting any pronoun errors. Don’t
guess. Refer to the information above and figure out the correct answer.

1. The children they were behaving badly.
2. Natalie and me went shopping on Friday.
3. The teacher gave Makayla her notes.
4. Any actor attending the play audition should bring his own lunch.
5. Kevin is a man which has high standards.
6. An employee is only successful if he or she works hard.
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Graphics

To review pronouns, watch this great cartoon video:
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Exercise 2

Go back to the sentences you worked with in Ex. 1, Ch. 3.1. They are
repeated here, as a reminder.

1. Toby studies film at the University of New Mexico.
2. I spend time in the garden because it is so peaceful.
3. Blues guitar is my very favorite music.
4. Rats! The noisiest dog on our block just had puppies.
5. John lives in Oregon now, but he previously lived in California,

Alaska, Texas, and Massachusetts.

You marked the nouns by highlighting them in yellow. If you made any
errors previously, correct them now.

Then, look for any words in the sentences that are pronouns. Highlight
them in orange. Most sentences have nouns, but some sentences will
have pronouns and some won’t.

(Note: If the version of Word you are using does not have an orange
highlight option, you can change the font of the word to orange rather
than black.)
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Takeaways

• A pronoun is a word used in place of a noun to avoid repetition.
• Pronoun errors are very common and include unclear pronoun

reference, noun/pronoun agreement problems, and shifts in per-
son.
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3.3 Verbs

Preview

This section of Ch. 3 will cover the following topics:

• a verb’s job
• dealing with vvererb tenseb tense
• managing iirregularregularr verbs

VVererbsbs may be the most important part of speech. Why? Because every sentence
has to have at least one verb. For example:

Stop!

That is a complete sentence. It has what is called a “you understood” subject (the
subject is not written, but we “understand” the command is directed at someone).
It has a verb: “stop.” And it expresses a complete thought.
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Tip

Learning about verbs
will help you avoid
writing sentence frag-
ments.

You can’t have a sentence without a verb, no
matter how many words you write. For
example:

The small black dog in my backyard
with floppy ears and a long tail.

That’s a frafragmgmenentt. Why? Because it doesn’t
have a verb.

WhaWhat Is a Vt Is a Vererb?b?
A vA vererb shb shoows aws acctition or a staon or a state of beinte of being.g. The
verb in a sentence is what the susubbjecjectt is
doing. (More about subjects in Ch. 4.1.)

Action verbs are easy: they are words like “walk,” “study,” “wait,” and “dance.”
They describe something happening. For example:

The raccoon ate the pizza box. (“ate” is what the raccoon did. “ate” is the
verb.)

But after that, it gets more complicated.

A verb can also link subjects with words that describe them. Think of “linking”
as an action. Common linking verbs include “is,” “am,” “are,” “was,” “seem,”
“became,” and “look.” For example:

Emmett is a small black dog. (“is” links the subject “Emmett” with the
description “a small black dog.” Therefore “is” is a verb.)

Often a verb is one word, but a verb can also be two or more words. These are
called vvererb pb phhrasesrases. For example:

We have taken many trips together. (“have taken” is a verb phrase.)
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Verb Tense

Verbs not only tell us what is happening, they tell us wwhhenen it is happening. This is
called vvererb tenseb tense. For example:

• I walwalkk to school. (present tense: I am doing it now.)
• I walwalkkeded to school. (past tense: I used to do it.)
• I will walwill walkk to school. (future tense: I am going to do it.)

When the action is happening is communicated by the form of the verb: “walk,”
“walked,” “will walk.”

Generally, verb tense should remain consistent in a piece of writing. If you start
in present tense, stay there, or if you start in past tense, stay there. For example:

I walwalkkeded to school on Tuesday. When I aarrirrivveded, I sasaww my teacher. She totolldd
me to get to class quickly. I ranran through the door, sasatt in my chair, and tootookk
a deep breath. (Notice that all of the bolded verbs are past tense.)

However, there are times when we want to shift tense to let a reader know things
happened at different times. For example:

To Kill a Mockingbird isis Harper Lee’s most famous book. It receireceivveded a
Pulitzer Prize for fiction in 1961. Lee didieded in 2016, but her book will remainwill remain
one of the most compassionate novels in American literature.

Her book isis currently famous. She receireceivveded a prize and didieded in the past. Her book
will remainwill remain great into the future. All those events happened at different times and
we change the form of the verb to let the reader know when.
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Exercise 1

Type up the following paragraph, inserting the correct form of the verb,
whether present, past, or future tense.

The Dust Bowl ____________ (is, was, will be) a name given to a period of
destructive dust storms that occurred in the United States dur-
ing the 1930s. The Dust Bowl mostly ____________ (affects, affected, will
affect) Kansas, Colorado, Oklahoma, Texas, and New Mexico.
Dust storms ____________ (continue, continued, will continue) to occur
in these dry regions, but not to the devastating degree of the
1930s. The dust storms during The Dust Bowl ____________ (cause,
caused, will cause) irreparable damage to farms and the environ-
ment for several years. When early settlers ____________ (move, moved,
will move) into these areas, they ____________ (remove, removed, will
remove) the natural prairie grasses to plant crops and graze cattle.
They did not ____________ (realize, realized, will realize) the grasses kept
the soil in place. The Dust Bowl era finally came to end in 1939
when the rains ____________ (arrive, arrived, will arrive).

Irregular Verbs

The most troublesome thing about English verbs is that many are “irregular.”

Regular verbs change to past tense by adding “d” or “ed.” For example:

walk → walked

type → typed

dance → danced
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But irregular verbs change in irregular ways. For example:

sell → sold

is → was

think → thought

The best way to learn about irregular verbs is simply to get familiar with them.
Read through the list below, and notice any verbs which have caused you problems
in the past:

PPresenresent t → P Pastast PPresenresent t → P Pastast PPresenresent t → P Pastast

be → was, were give → gave sell → sold

become → became go → went send → sent

begin → began grow → grew set → set

blow → blew have → had shake → shook

break → broke hear → heard shine → shone (shined)

bring → brought hide → hid shrink → shrank
(shrunk)

build → built hold → held sing → sang

burst → burst hurt → hurt sit → sat

buy → bought keep → kept sleep → slept

catch → caught know → knew speak → spoke

choose → chose lay → laid spend → spent

come → came lead → led spring → sprang

cut → cut leave → left stand → stood

dive → dove (dived) let → let steal → stole

do → did lose → lost strike → struck

draw → drew make → made swim → swam

drink → drank mean → meant swing → swung

drive → drove meet → met take → took

eat → ate pay → paid teach → taught
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PPresenresent t → P Pastast PPresenresent t → P Pastast PPresenresent t → P Pastast

fall → fell put → put tear → tore

feed → fed quit → quit tell → told

feel → felt read → read think → thought

fight → fought ride → rode throw → threw

find → found ring → rang understand →
understood

fly → flew rise → rose wake → woke

forget → forgot run → ran wear → wore

forgive → forgave say → said win → won

freeze → froze see → saw wind → wound

get → got seek → sought

Graphics

To review verbs, watch this great cartoon video:
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Exercise 2

Go back to the sentences you used in Ex. 1, Ch. 3.1.

You have already identified the nouns by highlighting them in yellow
and the pronouns by highlighting them in orange. If you made any
errors, correct them.

Now, identify which words in the sentences are verbs by highlighting
them in red. (Hint: The verbs are what the nouns and pronouns are
doing.)

Keep this exercise for further work in Ch. 3.

Takeaways

• Using verbs correctly is challenging but important to writing
clearly.

• Verb tense helps a writer express when an event takes place.
• Regular verbs follow regular patterns when shifting from present

to past tense, but irregular verbs do not.
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Tip

To “modify” means to
change or improve
something by adding
information. Notice
“aaddjective” and
“aaddverb” both begin
with “aadd“?

3.4 Adjectives and Adverbs

Preview

This section of Ch. 3 will cover the following topics:

• the jobs of adjectives and adverbs
• avoiding common errors

Adjectives and adverbs modify or add information to other words. Adjectives and
adverbs make writing more interesting.

For example, “cat” is a simple noun and
“ran” is a simple verb, but “The silky spotted
cat ran swiftly and silently.” is much more
interesting than “The cat ran.” “Silky” and
“spotted” are adjectives; “swiftly” and
“silently” are adverbs.

AAddjecjectitivveses
AAddjecjectitivves mes modify onlodify only ny nouns anouns and pro-d pro-
nnouns.ouns.

An adjective answers questions such as
which one, what kind, what color, or what
shape.
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Tip

Some people are con-
fused about when to
use “the” and when to
use “a” or “an.” The
answer depends on
whether we are modify-
ing a specifispecificc noun
(“the dog” as in “that
specific dog”) or a ggen-en-
eraleral noun (“a woman”
as in “any woman”).

To find an adjective, first find the nouns and pronouns. Then, look around to see
if any words add information to those nouns and pronouns.

Here is an example of adjectives modifying nouns:

The head librarian helped me find history books on famous writers.
(“librarian,” “books” and “writers” are all nouns. “head” is an adjective
that tells us which librarian; “history” is an adjective that tells us what
kind of book; “famous” is an adjective that tells us what kind of writers.)

Here is an example of an adjective modifying a pronoun:

She is tall. (“tall” is an adjective that describes the size of the pronoun
“She.”)

A Word About Articles

The words “a,” “an” and “the” are special
types of adjectives called aartirticclleses. They
modify nouns and pronouns just like regu-
lar adjectives and tell us which one or how
many. In the example sentence above,
“The” is also an adjective; it tells us which
librarian.

Here is another example:

The dog barked at a woman on the
street. (“The” tells us which dog,
“a” tells us how many women, and
the second “the” tells us which
street.)

Placement

In English, adjectives usually come before
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the noun or pronoun (Asian elephant, small table, long journey). But not always.
For example:

The organic farm has oranges that are ripe and juicy. (“The” and “organic”
are adjectives that modify the noun “farm.” But “ripe” and “juicy” are
adjectives too; they modify the noun “oranges,” even though they come
after it.)

Changing Jobs

Sometimes nouns or pronouns modify another noun or pronoun, and when they
do, they change jobs and work as adjectives. For example:

dog’s bed, Vicky’s homework, their house, your decision

“dog’s,” “Vicky’s,” “their,” and “your” answer the question “which one?” They
look like nouns or pronouns, but they are working as adjectives.

Capitalizing Adjectives

When proper nouns work as adjectives, they are capitalized, just like they’d be cap-
italized if they were working as nouns. For example:

Oregon → Oregon beer

Jewish → Jewish synagogue

Biden → Biden presidency
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Graphics

Watch this cartoon video to reinforce what you’ve learned about adjec-
tives:
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Exercise 1

Go back to the sentences that you used for Ex. 1 in Ch. 3.1.

You identified the nouns by highlighting them in yellow, the pronouns
by highlighting them in orange, and the verbs by highlighting them in
red. If you made any errors, correct them now.

Then, look at the nouns and pronouns you identified to see if any words
modify them. Those will be adjectives. Highlight adjectives in light
green.

AAddvvererbsbs
Adverbs and adjectives do the same job: they modify other words. The difference
is which types of words they modify. Adjectives modify only nouns and pro-
nouns. AAddvvererbs mbs modify vodify vererbs, abs, addjecjectitivves, anes, and od othther aer addvvererbsbs.

Adverbs answer how, to what extent, why, when, and where. For example:

• Adverb modifying a verb: Bert sings horribly. (“horribly” modifies the verb
“sings”; it tells how he sings.)

• Adverb modifying an adjective: Sarah was very nervous about the date.
(“very” modifies the adjective “nervous”; it tells how much.)

• Adverb modifying another adverb: Students study really hard before finals.
(“hard” is an adverb that modifies the verb “study”; it tells to what extent.
But “really” is also an adverb; it modifies the adverb “hard”; it also tells to
what extent.)
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To find adjectives, we started by finding nouns and pronouns. So, to find adverbs,
we must first find the verbs and adjectives in the sentence.

Placement

Unlike adjectives, which usually appear in front of the noun or pronoun they
modify, adverbs can move. In the following sentences, the adverb “now” modifies
the verb “have” by saying when, but it can appear in many locations:

NNooww I have enough money for a vacation.

I nnooww have enough money for a vacation.

I have enough money nnooww for a vacation.

Adverbs can also appear in the middle of a vvererb pb phhraserase, but that doesn’t mean they
are part of the verb. They are still adverbs. For example:

I do nnoott have enough money for a vacation. (“not” is an adverb that modi-
fies the verb “do have.”)

Other adverbs that often interrupt verbs are “also” and “never.”
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Graphics

To reinforce what you’ve learned about adverbs, watch this cartoon
video:
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Exercise 2

Go back to the sentences you did in Ex. 1, Ch. 3.1. You’ve already identi-
fied the nouns, pronouns, verbs, and adjectives.

Now, look for adverbs, and highlight them in dark green:

• First, see if any words modify the verbs you found. Those are
adverbs. Highlight them in dark green.

• Then see if any words modify the adjectives you found. Those are
also adverbs. Highlight them in dark green.

• Now, see if any words modify the adverbs you found in the previ-
ous two steps. Those are also adverbs. Highlight those adverbs in
dark green.

There will still be a few words not highlighted, but not many.

Save this exercise for more work in Ch. 3.

Don’t Confuse Adverbs and Adjectives

You may hear someone say, “Anthony is realreal smart” or “This pizza is realreal salty.”
That is incorrect grammar. The correct way to say those sentences is “Anthony is
reallreallyy smart” and “The pizza is reallreallyy salty.”
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Tip

A dictionary will tell
you what part of speech
a word is.

If the word can work as
several parts of speech,
a dictionary will tell you
that too.

Why? Because “real” is an adjective and
adjectives can’t modify other adjectives, like
“smart” or “salty.” On the other hand,
“really” is an adverb so it can modify an
adjective.

People also have difficulty differentiating
between “good” and “well” or “bad” and
“badly.” If you understand adjectives and
adverbs, you will choose the correct word.
For example:

Cecilia is a good person. (“good” is
an adjective that modifies the noun
“person.”)

Cecilia did well on a test. (“well” is
an adverb that modifies the verb
“did.”)

I performed badly on my accounting test. (“badly” is an adverb that mod-
ifies the verb “performed.”)

The coming thunderstorm looked bad. (“bad” is an adjective that modi-
fies the noun “thunderstorm.”)

“Good” and “bad” are adjectives; they have to modify nouns or pronouns. “Well”
and “badly” are adverbs.
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Takeaways

• Adjectives modify nouns and pronouns.
• Adverbs modify verbs, adjectives, and other adverbs.
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3.5 Prepositions

Preview

This section of Ch. 3 will cover the following topics:

• the job of prepositions
• using prepositions to avoid common writing problems

The first five parts of speech we studied–nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, and
adverbs–are the foundation of a sentence. They tell us who is doing what.

The small dog is barking loudly.

But many sentences are more complex than simply who and what. We also want
to know where and specifically when.

The small dog ran ininto thto the streee streett. (where)

The dog barks every day aat 7 a.m.t 7 a.m. (when)

WhaWhat Is a Pt Is a Prereposipositition?on?
A preA preposipositition is a won is a word thaord that sht shoows thws the posie positition of somon of someethinthing or somg or someoneone in spae in spacece
anand timd timee..

If you look at the word “preposition,” you’ll see the embedded word “position.” A
preposition tells us where and when.
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Tip

When working with
grammar, we identify
prepositional phrases
by enclosing them in
parentheses.

A prepositional pphhraserase is a group of words that begins with a preposition, ends
with a noun or pronoun, and does not include the verb or subject.

“into the street” is a prepositional phrase that shows where the dog ran. “at 7 a.m.”
is a prepositional phrase that tells us when it barks. Notice that both phrases begin
with prepositions (“into,” “at”) and end with nouns (“street,” “7 a.m.”), and nei-
ther includes the subject or verb of the sentence.

Here is another example:

The study rooms (on the first floor)
(of the library) are full (in the morn-
ing).

In that sentence, each group of words
enclosed in parentheses is a prepositional
phrase: they all start with a preposition
(“on,” “of,” “in”), end with a noun or pro-
noun (“floor,” “library,” “morning”), and
don’t include the verb (“are”) or subject
(“rooms”). The job of these prepositional
phrases is to tell you wwhhereere the study rooms
are and wwhhenen they are full.

Prepositions Show Position in Space

Here are some common prepositions that show positions in space:

to across over against with

at through inside under within

in beyond between beneath without

on among above around below

by near behind past from

Imagine a plane flying across a sky. We can change the plane’s position in space by
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changing the prepositions: above the clouds, below the clouds, within the clouds,
between the clouds, past the clouds, behind the clouds.

Another way to remember prepositions about space is illustrated in this graphic.
Where is the caterpillar in relation to the apple?

(This image reproduced with permission. © Elizabeth O’Brien,

English-Grammar-Revolution.com)

Prepositions Show Position in Time

Here is a list of common prepositions that show position in time:

at before since

by past throughout

in until from

for during between
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after within around

Imagine that plane is about to land. We can change its position in time by chang-
ing prepositions: at 3 p.m., after 3 p.m., before 3 p.m., around 3 p.m.

Of, As, and Like

The words “of,” “as,” and “like” are also prepositions, but they don’t fit neatly into
the space or time category. However, they are very common. For example:

book of essays, type of bicycle, give as an example, testify as an expert,
think like a computer, disappear like magic

Just remember: “of,” “as” and “like” are also prepositions.

Exercise 1

In the following sentences, put parentheses before and after any preposi-
tional phrases.

For example: The cell phone rang (in the other room), but John
didn’t wake (from his nap).

Remember: Prepositional phrases always begin with a preposition and
end with a noun or pronoun. They sometimes include adjectives or
adverbs, but they never include verbs or subjects.

1. Meera was deeply interested in marine biology.
2. I just watched the season finale of my favorite show.
3. Jordan won the race, and I am happy for him.
4. The lawyer appeared before the court on Monday.
5. For the party, Chloe wore a comfortable blue tunic.
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Why Bother?

Locating prepositional phrases will help you correct other parts of the sentence.
For example:

In the rainy season, one of our windows leaked at all four corners.

If we isoisolalatete the prepositional phrases from the rest of the sentence, it is easy to
find the verb and subject:

(In the rainy season), one (of our windows) leaked (at all four corners).

All we have left are the words “one” and “leaked.” “one” is the pronoun subject
and “leaked” is the verb.

Identifying prepositional phrases can help writers correct things like subject/verb
agreement problems, sentence fragments, and other common grammatical errors.
(More about subjects and verbs in Ch. 4.)
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Graphics

To review prepositions, watch this cartoon video:
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Exercise 2

Go back again to the sentences you used for Ex. 1 in Ch. 3.1.

You’ve already highlighted nouns in yellow, pronouns in orange, verbs in
red, adjectives in light green, and adverbs in dark green. Double check to
make sure your answers are all correct.

Then, look for prepositions. Highlight the preposition itself in blue and
enclose each prepositional phrase in parentheses.

Save this exercise to complete in the remainder of Ch. 3.

Takeaways

• Prepositions show the placement in space or time of other ele-
ments in a sentence.

• Identifying prepositional phrases can help writers avoid other
grammatical errors.
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3.6 Conjunctions and
Interjections

Preview

This section of Ch. 3 will cover the following topics:

• using conjunctions
• recognizing and avoiding interjections

We have studied six of the eight parts of speech. The last two are the easiest.

CCononjunjuncctitionsons
CCononjunjuncctitions aons are wre words thaords that connt connecect.t. (Think what the word “junction” means: a
place where things cross or connect.) Conjunctions connect two or more people,
things, places, or ideas. They also can connect two or more parts of a sentence.

The most common conjunctions are “for,” “and,” “nor,” “but,” “or,” “yet,” and
“so” (called “fanboys” after the first letter of each word). For example:

The small bird flew swiftly towards the tree, butbut it nearly collided with a
crow. It swerved at the last minute anandd landed safely. Neither the crow
nnoror the small bird was hurt, yyeett both seemed upset.

Other conjunctions–such as “because,” “since,” “after,” “as,” “when,” “while,” and
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“although”–can begin ddeepenpenddenent ct clalausesuses and connect them to the main part of the
sentence. (More about clauses in Ch. 4.)

For example:

The library anandd its landscaping impress people wwhhenen they first visit our
campus. (“and” joins “library” with “landscaping.” Then “when” joins the
main part of the sentence with the dependent clause at the end.)

Graphics

Watch this cartoon video for a fun way to review conjunctions:
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Exercise 1

Find any conjunctions in the following sentences. List them.

1. Netta has a cheerful attitude while her husband is always gloomy.
2. Lydia is thoughtful and kind.
3. Dorian’s math skills are good, although they are not as good as

mine.
4. My handwriting is not worse than yours nor is it better.
5. Hilton went through drug rehab twice, but the second time seems

to have worked.

InInterjecterjectitionsons
InInterjecterjectitions conons convveey a greey a greetinting or shg or shoow surprise or ow surprise or othther emer emootitions.ons.

Interjections are common in spoken English but rare in written English because
they are considered very casual. Interjections are like an emoticon (which also
should be avoided in college and business writing). Interjections are usually fol-
lowed by an exclamation point!

Here is a list of common interjections, but there are hundreds more:

blech gak ouch wow

boo-yah geez rats whoa

darn ha sweet yikes

duh huh ugh yippee

eek oh uh-oh yuck
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eww oops whoa yum

Graphics

Watch this fun cartoon video to review interjections:
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Exercise 2

Go back to the sentences in Ex. 1, Ch. 3.1 for a final time.

You have marked all the nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and
prepositions using the appropriate highlight color. Double check to be
sure your answers are correct.

Now, mark any conjunctions by highlighting them in pink and any inter-
jections by highlighting them in gray.

If you have done this series of exercises correctly, every word will be
identified by the job it is doing and the relationships between the words
will be clear.

Now, submit this complete (and colorful) assignment.

Takeaways

• Conjunctions are helpful connectors.
• Interjections show emotion, but should be avoided in college and

professional writing.
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CHAPTER 4: SENTENCES

4.1 Basic Sentence Structure
4.2 Common Sentence Errors
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4.1 Basic Sentence Structure

Preview

This section of Ch. 4 will cover the following topics:

• subjects, verbs, and objects
• phrases and clauses
• fragments

Writing is basically a system of structures. Words connect to form pphhrasesrases,
cclalausesuses and, eventually, sentences. Then, sentences connect to form paragraphs,
and paragraphs connect to create essays, stories, letters, and reports.

Ch. 2 and Ch. 3 focused on words. This chapter looks at how we put words
together into sentences.

SenSententence Strucce Structureture
AA sensententencece is dis definefined as a group of wed as a group of words thaords that has at has a susubbjecjectt anand a vd a vererb anb and ed exxpresspress
a coma compplleete thte thoughought.t. Some sentences are brief and others are complex, but those
three criteria are the basic requirements for a sentence.

subject + verb + complete thought = sentence

ThThe sue subbjecject of tht of the sene sententence is alce is alwaways a nys a noun or a pronoun or a pronoun.oun. It is who or what per-
forms the action. The verb tells what happened to the subject or what state the
subject is in. For example:
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Samantha sleeps. (The proper noun “Samantha” is performing the action
so she is the subject of the sentence, and “sleeps” is the verb, the action she
is performing.)

To find the subject of a sentence, first find all the nouns and pronouns. Then ask
yourself which noun or pronoun is performing the action. For example:

Samantha often sleeps on the sofa. (The nouns in that sentence are
“Samantha” and “sofa.” But which noun is performing the action?
“Samantha” is sleeping, so “Samantha” is the subject.)

The subject is often at the beginning of the sentence, but sometimes it isn’t. For
example:

After dinner, Alice served cake. (“Alice” is the subject and “served” is the
verb; “After dinner” is a prepositional phrase that tells us when the action
happened.)

Sometimes sentences have two subjects. For example:

Alice and Juan walked to school. (“Alice” and “Juan” are the subjects;
they both did the action. The word “and” isn’t part of the subject; it is a
conjunction that joins the two subjects.)

Sentences can also have more than one verb. For example:

Samantha studies at her desk, sleeps on the couch, and drives to school.
(Samantha does three things: “studies,” “sleeps,” and “drives.” All three
of those words are verbs.)
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Exercise 1

Type the sentences below.

1. I have strong feelings about bullying.
2. Rachel and Jack dance competitively.
3. The patient was quickly admitted to the hospital.
4. Kim checked the condition of the track.
5. In August, Lily celebrated her birthday.

First, find all the nouns and pronouns. Then, figure out which noun or
pronoun is the sentence subject. Underline subjects once.

What is the subject doing? That is the verb. Underline verbs twice.

(It is easy to insert underlines and double underlines in Word. If you
don’t know how to do this, contact the computer tutor at the college.)

Remember that a sentence can have more than one subject and more
than one verb.

For example: Martie and Mitch spend time in the garden every
weekend.

Phrases and Clauses

Groups of words are called “phrases” or “clauses.” (Remember that in Ch. 3 we
studied one type of phrase: a prepreposiposititional ponal phhraserase.)

A pA phhrase is a group of wrase is a group of words thaords that dt does noes noot cont contain a sentain a sententence suce subbjecject or vt or vererbb.. For
example:

• in the kitchen
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Tip

Think of “dependent”
as a child who relies on
her parents for help. A
dependent clause is not
a sentence; it cannot
survive alone.

A clause is “indepen-
dent,” like a child who
moves out of the house
and gets a job. It can
stand on its own.

• the long and winding road

A cA clalause is a group of wuse is a group of words thaords that dt does conoes contain a sutain a subbjecject ant and vd vererbb. For example:

• Luisa cooked lasagna.
• the journey includes

There are two types of clauses:

• DeDepenpenddenent ct clalauses nuses need furtheed further infer infor-or-
mamatition to makon to make a come a compplleete sente sententencece..
For example: “the journey includes”
has a subject and a verb but it does not
express a complete thought. It is a
dependent clause.

• InInddeepenpenddenent ct clalauses duses do no noot nt need aeed adddi-di-
titional infonal informaormatition to stanon to stand on thd on theieirr
oown.wn. For example, “Luisa cooked
lasagna” has a subject and a verb, and it
expresses a complete thought. It is an
independent clause. Another name for
an independent clause is “a sentence.”

Building Longer Sentences

Obviously, most sentences are not as simple as a noun plus a verb: “Eugenio
helped.” But writers build on this basic structure.

One way sentences grow is by adding an “object.”

subject + verb + object

The object of a sentence is the noun or pronoun affected by the action of the verb.
In other words, the subject is the person or thing doing something; the object is
having something done to it. For example:

Alice baked a cake. (“Alice” is the subject; she is doing the action of bak-
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ing. “baked” is the action being done by Alice; it is the verb. “cake”
received the action of the verb; it is the object in this sentence.)

Adding prepreposiposititional ponal phhrasesrases is another way to build more complex sentences.
For example:

Samantha is a good student who studies from 6 to 9 p.m. every day and
often she will fall asleep on the sofa with a book in her lap.

“from 6 to 9 p.m.,” “on the sofa,” “with a book” and “in her lap” are all preposi-
tional phrases; they add information about where and when to the sentence.

Experienced writers often write complex sentences, but a sentence is not good just
because it is long. It is important not to overload sentences. For example:

The treasure lay buried under the old oak tree, behind the crumbling fif-
teenth-century wall, near the schoolyard where children played merrily
during their lunch hour, unaware of the riches that remained hidden
beneath their feet.

If a sentence is cluttered, divide it into two shorter sentences:

The treasure lay buried under the old oak tree, behind the crumbling fif-
teenth-century wall. In the nearby schoolyard, children played merrily
during their lunch hour, unaware of the riches that remained hidden
beneath their feet.

Dissecting a sentence is like dissecting a frog in science class. We are opening it
up and looking at the parts, giving each part a name and figuring out how the parts
work together, with the goal of understanding how the frog works. Digging into
the anatomy of language can be as interesting as when other people dig into the
anatomy of a political movement, or a car engine, or a piece of music.

AAvvoioidinding Fg Fraragmgmenentsts
One of the benefits to understanding sentence structure is the ability to identify
fragments. It is easier to avoid fragments if you know how a sentence is built.
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Remember that a complete sentence requires three things: a subject, a verb, and a
complete thought. “Samantha sleeps,” fulfills those requirements. It has a subject
“Samantha,” a verb “sleeps,” and it expresses a complete thought. Even though it
is short, it is a complete sentence.

A fraA fragmgmenent is an int is an incomcompplleete sente sententencece..

It may be missing a subject. For example:

Went to the movies last weekend. (Who went to the movies? The subject
is missing.)

Or a fragment may be missing a verb. For example:

The statue damaged during the riots. (“damaged” is not a verb; it’s an
adjective that describes the noun “statue.” Without a verb, this is a frag-
ment.)

Or a fragment may have both a subject and a verb, but not express a complete
thought. For example:

If she feels like going. (This has a subject “she” and a verb “feels.” But the
point is unfinished.)

To fix fragments, add what is missing. For example:

• “Went to the movies last weekend” + subject = MassimMassimoo went to the movies
last weekend.

• “The statue damaged during the riots” + verb = The statue damaged during
the riots waswas a symbol of racism.

• “If she feels like going” + complete thought = If she feels like going, l, leet ht herer.
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Exercise 2

Type up the sentences below, adding missing information to any frag-
ments so the sentence is complete. If a sentence is complete already,
write “Complete.”

Don’t guess. Look for subjects and verbs, then make sure the sentence
expresses a complete thought.

1. The band arrived in a limo with their guitars in the trunk.
2. Entered the office and took off his coat.
3. A kite shaped like a raven.
4. In the park, I saw a homeless family.
5. My password for the library website.
6. Bentley, the next door neighbor, likes.
7. Blew down in the high wind, but the maple tree was unharmed.
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Takeaways

• A sentence is a group of words with a subject, a verb, and a com-
plete thought.

• Groups of words are called phrases or clauses. There are two types
of clauses: dependent and independent.

• Adding prepositional phrases and objects makes a sentence more
complex.

• Understanding how a sentence is constructed will help you avoid
errors such as fragments.
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4.2 Common Sentence Errors

Preview

This section of Ch. 4 will cover the following topics:

• subject-verb agreement
• misplaced and dangling modifiers
• parallel structure

Writing mistakes make a negative impression on a reader (and on a grade). Three
common sentence errors are subjects and verbs that don’t agree, modifier prob-
lems, and lack of parallel structure. By understanding parts of speech and sen-
tence structure, these three errors can be avoided.

SuSubbjecject-t-VVererb Ab Agreemgreemenentt
“Subject-verb agreement” means the susubbjecjectt of a sentence and the vvererbb of a sen-
tence must agree with each other in number. A singular subject belongs with a
singular verb, and a plural subject belongs with a plural verb. For example:

Singular: The cat jumps over the fence.
Plural: The cats jump over the fence.

Errors in subject-verb agreement are common, especially when the subject of the
sentence is separated from the verb by other words. One way to avoid that prob-
lem is to cross out prepositional phrases and dependent clauses. Why? So it is
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easier to see the subjects and verbs. Subjects and verbs never appear in a preposi-
tional phrase or a dependent clause.

For example, the prepositional phrases have been crossed out here:

The students with the best grades win the academic awards.
The puppy under the table is my favorite.

That makes it easy to identify the subjects (“students,” “puppy”) and the verbs
(“win,” “is”).

Dependent clauses that separate the subject and verb have been crossed out here:

The car that I bought has power steering and a sunroof.
The representatives who are courteous sell the most tickets.

That makes it easier to see the subjects (“car,” “representatives”) and the verbs
(“has,” “sell”). And it makes it very easy to see that the subjects and verbs agree in
number.
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Exercise 1

Type the sentences below, correcting any errors in subject-verb agree-
ment.

(Note: If you identify prepositional phrases and dependent clauses first,
it is easier to find subjects and verbs because they never appear in prepo-
sitional phrases or dependent clauses.)

1. My sister and brother fights during every meal.
2. The books in the college library is easy to locate.
3. Our renters cleans up after themselves.
4. Some of the holiday decorations is packed away in the attic.
5. Squirrels in my attic and basement annoys me.

MModifiodifiersers
A modifier is a word, phrase, or clause that clarifies or describes another word,
phrase, or clause. Adjectives and adverbs are modifiers. Phrases and clauses can
also work as modifiers. Modifiers make writing more interesting, but also more
prone to errors.

Two common modifier errors are misplaced modifiers and dangling modifiers.
When these errors occur, readers become confused trying to figure out what the
writer meant.

A mispA misplalaced mced modifiodifier is too faer is too far from thr from the we word or word or words iords it mt modifiodifies.es. Misplaced
modifiers make a sentence awkward and sometimes unintentionally funny. For
example:
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She wore a bicycle helmet on her head that was too large.

This seems to say her head was too large. The modifying phrase “that was too
large” should be closer to the word “helmet.” The modifier is misplaced.

Corrected: She wore a bicycle helmet that was too large on her head.

Here is another example:

The patient was referred to a physician with stomach pains.

Does the doctor have stomach pains? The modifier “with stomach pains” is too
far from the word “patient.”

Corrected: The patient with stomach pains was referred to a physician.

A danA danglingling mg modifiodifier is a wer is a word, pord, phhraserase, or c, or clalause thause that dt descriescribes sombes someethinthing thag that isnt isn’’tt
in thin the sene sententencece.. When there is nothing to modify, the modifier is said to “dangle.”
For example:

Riding in the sports car, the world seemed to whiz by rapidly.

Who is riding in the sports car? The modifier “riding in the sports car” is dangling.

Corrected: When Farzad was riding in the sports car, the world seemed to
whiz by rapidly.

Here is another example:

Walking home at night, the trees looked like spooky aliens.

Who is walking? The modifier “walking home at night” is dangling.

Corrected: As Sarah was walking home at night, the trees looked like
spooky aliens.
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Exercise 2

Type up the following sentences, moving or adding information to cor-
rect misplaced or dangling modifiers.

1. Chewing furiously, the gum fell out of my mouth.
2. The young woman was walking her dog on the telephone.
3. Piled up next to the bookshelf, I chose a mystery novel.
4. I heard there was a fire on the evening news.
5. We are looking for a sitter for our baby who doesn’t smoke and

owns a car.
6. The teacher served snacks to the children wrapped in aluminum

foil.
7. Lily spotted a stray dog driving home from work.
8. While driving to the veterinarian’s office, the dog nervously

whined.

PPaarallralleel Strucl Structureture
When something is parallel to something else, they are similar in form. For exam-
ple, two parallel lines look like this:

PPaarallralleelism in wrilism in writinting is thg is the use of a similae use of a similar strucr structure in reture in relalated wted words, cords, clalauses, oruses, or
pphhrases.rases. For example, these three phrases have parallel structure:

in the pool, in the forest, in the book
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They feel balanced. Also, they are easy to read and remember.

Now look at these word groups:

in the pool, forests are green, book shelf

They are different in structure. Notice how jagged it feels to read them, and they
are more difficult to remember.

Parallel structure creates rhythm and balance in a sentence. An unbalanced sen-
tence sounds awkward. Read the following sentences aloud:

Kelly had to iron, do the washing, and shopping before her parents
arrived.

Driving a car requires coordination, patience, and to have good eyesight.

Swimming in the ocean is much tougher than a pool.

All of these sentences contain faulty parallelism. The construction is clunky and
confusing. In the first example, three different verb forms are used (“had to,” “do,”
“shopping”). In the second example, the writer begins with nouns (“coordina-
tion,” “patience”), but ends with a phrase (“to have good eyesight”). In the third
sentence, the writer is comparing an action (“swimming”) with a thing (“a pool”).

Here are the same sentences with correct parallel structure:

Kelly had to do the ironing, washing, and shopping before her parents
arrived. (The verbs have the same structure.)

Driving a car requires coordination, patience, and good eyesight. (The
three qualities are all written as nouns.)

Swimming in the ocean is much tougher than swimming in a pool. (One
action is being compared with another action.)

When sentences use parallel structure, they sound more pleasing. Repetition of
the pattern also minimizes the work a reader has to do to understand the sentence.
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Exercise 3

Type up the following sentences, making any necessary changes to cor-
rect parallel structure problems. Don’t guess; refer to the information
above so that your answer is correct.

1. I would rather work at a second job to pay for a new car than a
loan.

2. How you look in the workplace is just as important as your behav-
ior.

3. Indian cuisine is tastier than the food of Great Britain.
4. Jim’s opponent in the ring was taller, carried more weight, and not

as strong.
5. Working for a living is much harder than school.

An Example of Parallel Structure

Some of the most beautiful pieces of writing and many great historical speeches
use parallel structure to emphasize important points and create a smooth, easily
understandable idea.

For example, here is a paragraph from Martin Luther King, Jr.’s “I Have a Dream”
speech:

But one hundred years later, the Negro still is not free. One hundred years
later, the life of the Negro is still sadly crippled by the manacles of segrega-
tion and the chains of discrimination. One hundred years later, the Negro
lives on a lonely island of poverty in the midst of a vast ocean of material
prosperity. One hundred years later, the Negro is still languished in the
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corners of American society and finds himself an exile in his own land.
And so we’ve come here today to dramatize a shameful condition.

Not only does King repeat the phrase “One hundred years later” to drill that fact
into the listener’s memories, but he also uses more subtle parallel structure in “the
manacles of segregation and the chains of discrimination.” These phrases are sim-
ilar in structure (article + plural noun + preposition + noun), and the words within
each part are similar in form (“manacles” and “chains,” “segregation” and “dis-
crimination”).

Great writers and speakers are aware of the power of parallel structure.

Takeaways

• A verb must always agree with its subject in number. A singular
subject requires a singular verb; a plural subject requires a plural
verb, even when the subject and verb are separated.

• Misplaced and dangling modifiers make sentences difficult to
understand.

• Parallelism creates rhythm and balance in writing by using the
same grammatical structure. Faulty parallelism makes a sentence
clunky and awkward.
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CHAPTER 5:
PUNCTUATION

5.1 End Punctuation
5.2 Commas
5.3 Apostrophes
5.4 Quotation Marks, Italics, Underlining
5.5 Semicolons, Colons, Hyphens, Dashes, Parentheses, Ellipses, Slashes
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5.1 End Punctuation

Preview

This section of Ch. 5 will cover the following topics:

• the role of punctuation
• end punctuation: periods, question marks, exclamation points

Punctuation is nothing more than a code that tells the reader how a sentence
should be said. For example, a question mark at the end of a sentence means your
voice goes up at the end. A period means your voice goes down at the end. Say
these sentences aloud:

What is your name?

My name is Laura.

Hear the difference? If you use punctuation correctly, readers will “hear” your
words correctly.

Incorrect punctuation sends incorrect information to the reader. Sometimes the
result is confusing or even silly. For example:

With a comma: Let’s eat, Mother. (This is telling your mother it’s dinner
time.)

Without a comma: Let’s eat Mother. (This is suggesting that Mother be
the main course.)
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Chapter 5 provides basic information about punctuation. We’ll begin at the end.

EnEnd Pd Pununcctuatuatitionon
Only three types of punctuation are used at the end of English sentences:

• periods
• question marks
• exclamation points

The Period.

A periA period god goes aoes at tht the ene end of a comd of a compplleete sente sententence thace that makt makes a staes a statemtemenent or a milt or a mildd
commancommand.d. Most sentences end in a period. For example:

Heavy rain caused delays on I-5. (statement)

Take a different route to avoid traffic congestion. (mild command)

PPerieriods aods are also used onre also used one oe othther waer way:y: after an aafter an abbbrebreviaviatition.on. For example:

Jan. (for January) Mr. (for Mister)

ft. (for feet) abbr. (for abbreviation)

Ave. (for Avenue) Pres. (for President)

Tues. (for Tuesday) Ch. (for chapter)

Note: An abbreviation is a shortening of a word, like “ft.” for “feet.” An acronym
is a new word created from the initials of a longer phrase, like “AIDS” for
“Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome.” Texting shorthand, such as “OMG”
and “LOL,” are acronyms, not abbreviations. Acronyms do not need periods.
Abbreviations do.

The Question Mark?

The second most common end punctuation is a question mark. It is used after
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direct questions, but not after indirect questions. A direct question is asking for
an answer. An indirect question is not. For example:

Has online enrollment begun? (direct question)

I wonder if online enrollment has begun. (indirect question)

The Exclamation Point!

An exclamation point is used after an expression that conveys strong emotions or
loud sounds. For example:

I need a break from this job!

Ouch! That hurts!

Exclamations are casual and rarely used in college or business writing.

Exercise 1

Type the sentences below, adding end punctuation. (Existing punctua-
tion and capitalization are correct.)

1. Christine brought soup and homemade bread to her elderly neigh-
bor

2. Will Lily be on time
3. Mom always says my sister has her own agenda
4. I have to clean my room before my parents get back
5. Rats I didn’t get into the class I wanted
6. The good news is they are offering a discount for senior citizens

The key to end punctuation is to remember to use it! Because many people text
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or send messages these days, they often forget to use punctuation in more formal
situations, like school or the workplace, where it matters.

Takeaways

• The three types of end punctuation in English are periods, ques-
tion marks, and exclamation points.

• The content of the sentence determines which punctuation to put
at the end.

• Remembering to actually use end punctuation is the biggest chal-
lenge.
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5.2 Commas

Preview

This section of Ch. 5 will cover the following topics:

• basic comma rules
• run-on sentences/comma splices

Commas are the most frequently used punctuation mark, and they are also the
most common punctuation error.

Like other punctuation, the job of a comma is to help the reader understand how
something would be said. The word “comma” comes from the Greek word mean-
ing “to cut off.” The message commas send is this: pause here, just for a second.

Try to read the following sentence:

I have three pigs four cats with six toes a gerbil named Hammy an old spot-
ted cow who still gives milk and an Irish wolfhound named Vanessa.

You don’t know where to pause; you struggle to break the information into under-
standable chunks. Now read this:

I have three pigs, four cats with six toes, a gerbil named Hammy, an old
spotted cow who still gives milk, and an Irish wolfhound named Vanessa.

Commas help us translate words on the page into meaning. Incorrect comma use
makes the reader’s job much harder. For example, look at these two sentences:
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I love my parents, Beyonce and Barack Obama.

I love my parents, Beyonce, and Barack Obama.

The only difference is a comma. If you put a comma after “Beyonce,” the sentence
says you love four people. Without that comma, the sentence says that your par-
ents aarere Beyonce and Barak Obama!

It’s the writer’s responsibility to use commas correctly, not the reader’s responsi-
bility to figure out what the writer meant.

BasiBasic Cc Comma Romma Rululeses
• CCommas haommas havve twe two joo jobs: thbs: theey eiy eithther seer sepapararate or thte or theey eny encclloseose.. Remember

that, and you are halfway there.
• ThThere aere are sere sevven main rulen main rules fes for comma useor comma use. Understanding these seven rules

will eliminate nearly all of the comma errors in your writing.

Commas That Separate

RRulule 1:e 1: Use a comma to seUse a comma to sepapararatete ininddeepenpenddenent ct clalausesuses joinjoined bed by thy thee conconjunjuncctitionsons
knknoown as “fanwn as “fanboboys.ys.”” (If you need a refresher on conjunctions and “fanboys,” go
back to Ch. 3.6.)

For example:

• We brought chips to the party, and our neighbors were appreciative. (“We
brought chips to the party” is an independent clause–it has a subject, a verb,
and a complete thought. “our neighbors were appreciative” is also an inde-
pendent clause. The two independent clauses are joined by the conjunction
“and,” so we put a comma in front of “and.”)
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Tip

This first comma rule
is the most difficult.
Master it and the oth-
ers will seem easy!

• My geology textbook is expensive, so I’ll
find a used copy. (“My geology textbook
is expensive” is an independent clause.
“I’ll find a used copy” is also an indepen-
dent clause. The two independent
clauses are joined by “so.” Put a comma
in front of “so.”)

Caution: Be sure the conjunction connects
two independent clauses, not just two words
or two phrases or even two dependent
clauses. For example:

My dog curled up on the sofa and
waited for dinner. (“and” joins the
verbs “curled” and “waited.” The phrase “waited for dinner” is not an
independent clause. No comma before “and.”)

This rule clarifies a term you have probably heard: comma spcomma splilicece. If we put a
comma between independent clauses that are NOT joined by “fanboys,” that is a
“comma splice.” The comma is splicing, or cutting, the sentence in two parts. A
comma splice is a comma error.

Here is a comma splice:

Dogs are people’s best friends, people are a cat’s best friend.

To fix this error, add one of the “fanboys”:

Dogs are people’s best friends, butbut people are a cat’s best friend.

Understanding how a comma splice works has the added benefit of explaining
what a run-on sentence is. A run-on sentence is two or more independent clauses
connected improperly. For example:

I love to eat ice cream I would eat it every day if I could.
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That runrun-on-on can be fixed by adding a comma and the conjunction “and” after “ice
cream,” or by putting a period after “ice cream” and making two sentences.

Exercise 1

Turn the sentence pairs below into a single sentence by adding a separat-
ing comma and a “fanboys” conjunction.

1. Ellen wanted a book to read at bedtime. She checked her book-
case.

2. We could go to Paris for vacation. We could go to the beach
instead.

3. I want a college education. I want to start a career.
4. Sarah needs a different job. She has started interviewing.
5. The weather is getting colder. We decided to stay home.

RRulule 2:e 2: Use commas to seUse commas to sepapararate ite items in a seritems in a series, daes, datete, or a, or addddress.ress. This comma
allows the reader to pause after each item and identify which words are included
in a group.

For example:

• We need to get flour,, tomatoes,, and cheese at the store. (Separate items in a
list with commas. Note: Writers sometimes leave out the comma before the
conjunction if the meaning is clear. That is called an “Oxford comma”
because it is the standard for writers at Oxford University.)

• Mr. Schaeffer could see a wild, dangerous, overgrown jungle in his neigh-
bor’s yard. (Use commas between a series of adjectives that modify a noun.)

• My grandfather was born on August 13, 1897, in Alameda County. (In a date,
put a comma between the day and the year. If the sentence continues on,
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put a comma after the year. When only the month and year are used, no
comma is needed. For example: He was born in August 1897.)

• My best friend’s address is 2600 Trillium Avenue, Mill Creek, Washington
97202, and she visits me often. (Put a comma after the street and after the
city, but not between the state and the zip code. If you continue the sen-
tence after the address, add a comma after the address.)

RRulule 3:e 3: Use a comma toUse a comma to sesepapararatete an inan introdtroducuctory wtory word orord or pphhraserase from thfrom the begin-e begin-
ninning of thg of the main sene main sententencece..

For example:

• Finally, he received an Oscar for his work in film. (introductory word)
• During last season, our team won nearly every game. (introductory phrase)

RRulule 4: Use a comma to see 4: Use a comma to sepapararate a tate a tag qg questiuestion, conon, contrast, commtrast, commenent, or dt, or descriescripptitionon
from thfrom the ene end of thd of the main sene main sententencece.. (A “tag” is an afterthought.)

For example:

• The age restriction goes into effect in March, doesn’t it? (tag question)
• Students who earn high grades are those who study, not those who cheat.

(tag contrast)
• She said she would “consider my application,” whatever that means. (tag

comment)
• We spent a month in Italy, visiting family. (tag description)

Most prepositional phrases and dependent clauses at the end of sentences are not
tags and do not require commas. For example:

The word “ruminate” means to think about something. (“about some-
thing” is a prepositional phrase, not a tag. No comma.)
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Exercise 2

Type these sentences, adding commas where necessary to sesepapararatete.

1. Her holiday card was postmarked December 7 2020 but I didn’t
receive it until January.

2. I recently moved from my dorm to an apartment at 2055 High
Street Eugene Oregon 97401.

3. In a flash the barista had Chris’s latte on the counter.
4. Confused but persistent Sarah tried opening the door with a dif-

ferent key.
5. I prefer hot chocolate to coffee or tea don’t you?
6. The best dogs are loyal and sweet not necessarily well behaved.

Commas That Enclose

RRulule 5: Ce 5: Commas aommas are used to enre used to enccllose (ose (pplalaced befced before anore and afterd after) th) the name name of a persone of a person
beinbeing spog spokken to in a senen to in a sententencece..

For example:

Did you know, Sophia, that you left your book in class?
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Tip

When people start
studying commas, they
tend to insert them
everywhere. Don’t put
a comma in a sentence
unless you can explain
the rule for doing so.

RRulule 6e 6: C: Commas aommas are used to enre used to enccllose transi-ose transi-
titions or eons or exxpressipressions thaons that int interrupterrupt tht the floe floww
of thof the sene sententencece..

For example:

I know, by the way, that my paper is
late.

I will try, therefore, to be on time in
the future.

If you are unsure whether an expression is
interrupting, say it aloud. You can hear the
pause before and after “by the way” in the
first sentence.

RRulule 7: Use commas to ene 7: Use commas to enccllose eose exxtra ortra or
unnunnecessaecessary infry informaormatition in thon in the mie midddldle of a sene of a sententencece..

For example:

Max O’Keefe, who organized the event, will introduce the speakers.

But be sure the information is unnecessary:

The person who organized the event will introduce the speakers. (We
don’t know which person without the phrase “who organized the event.”
No commas.)
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Exercise 3

Type these short paragraphs, inserting commas where necessary.

At the end of each sentence, write the number of the rule you used.

1. Our meeting is scheduled for Thursday March 20. To prepare for
the meeting please print any e-mails faxes or documents referred
to in your report.

2. The leader of the group Garth kept checking their GPS location.
Isabelle Raoul and Maggie carried the equipment. As a result no
one noticed the darkening sky until the first drops of rain.

3. Please submit your application to Roger by April 15 2020. In your
cover letter include contact information the position for which
you are applying and two references. We will not be available for
questions after April 10 but you may contact the office before then.

Takeaways

• Commas separate or enclose units in a sentence.
• Never use a comma unless you know which rule you are following.
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5.3 Apostrophes

Preview

This section of Ch. 5 will cover the following topics:

• apostrophes in possessives
• apostrophes in contractions
• commonly confused words

The only punctuation mark that causes more problems than the apostrophe is the
comma, and that’s just because it is used more often. Be the first person on your
block to know how to use an apostrophe correctly! It’s not that hard!

An apostrophe looks like a comma floating in the air: ’’ .

Sometimes people see the letter “s” and stick an apostrophe next to it. Don’t do
that. Correct apostrophe use is important because errors change meaning. For
example:

MaMary’ry’ss refers to something Mary has.

MaMarysrys refers to more than one person named Mary.

MaMarys’rys’ refers to more than one person named Mary and they both have
something.

There are only two places where an apostrophe is needed:

• with a noun, to show possession: Mary’s cat, the neighbor’s garage sale
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• in a contraction, to indicate where letters or numbers have been left out:
didn’t, ’80s.

PPossessiossessivveses
To possess something is to own it. Words that show possession are called “posses-
sives.” We use apostrophes to show possession.

To know where to put the apostrophe and whether or not to add an “s,” start by
asking the question “Who or what does the possessing?”

• If the answer is a word that ends in a letter other than an “s,” add an apostro-
phe and an “s.” For example: the childrenn‘s toys, the doctorr‘s visit

• If the word already ends in an “s” (for example, most plurals), add an apos-
trophe after the existing “s.” For example: two birdss‘ nest, the girlss‘ bicycles

• Occasionally, a word that ends in “s” needs another sound to make the pos-
sessive clear. For example: Texas’s border, the dress’s color, my boss’s
instructions. Say the word aloud. If it needs another sound, you’ll hear it.
Add the apostrophe and another “s.”

Pronouns such as our, ours, your, yours, his, her, hers, its, their, theirs, and whose
are already possessive and do not need apostrophes. For example:

• their house
• her dog
• our religion
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Tip

Contractions are com-
mon in informal writing
and speech, but because
they are considered
casual, they are often
avoided in academic
and business writing.

CConontratracctitionsons
To “contract” means to decrease in size.
When two words are shortened into one by
removing letters and squeezing the words
together, an apostrophe is added where the
letters were removed. For example:

is not → isn’t (the apostrophe goes
where the “o” was)

you have → you’ve (the apostrophe
goes where “ha” was)

Here are some common contractions:

ThThese wese wordsords → becombecome the these conese contratracctitionsons

are not → aren’t should not → shouldn’t

cannot → can’t that is → that’s

could have → could’ve there is, there has → there’s

could not → couldn’t they will → they’ll

does not → doesn’t they are → they’re

do not → don’t they have → they’ve

have not → haven’t we will, we shall → we’ll

he will → he’ll we are → we’re

he is, he has → he’s we have → we’ve

I would → I’d were not → weren’t

I will → I’ll what is → what’s

I am → I’m where is → where’s

I have → I’ve who is, who has → who’s

is not → isn’t would have → would’ve

it is, it has → it’s would not → wouldn’t
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ThThese wese wordsords → becombecome the these conese contratracctitionsons

let us → let’s you will → you’ll

she will → she’ll you are → you’re

she is, she has → she’s you have → you’ve

should have → should’ve

One exception: When making a contraction of “will not,” the pattern of just
removing letters doesn’t hold true:

will not → won’t

In all other contractions, the apostrophe goes exactly where the letter or letters
were removed.

Number Contractions

We also sometimes “contract” numbers. The rule is the same: put an apostrophe
where the numbers have been removed. For example:

He grew up in the ‘90s. (put the apostrophe where 19 was removed)

However, if the number is simply a plural, not a contraction, do not add an apos-
trophe.

The temperature is going to be in the low 40s.

Do NOT put an apostrophe between the number and the “s.” These are contrac-
tions, not possessives.

CCommommonlonly Cy Confused Wonfused Wordsords
People often confuse these words:

• “its” (a possessive pronoun, as in “its paw”) and “it’s” (a contraction of “it is”
or “it has”)

• “whose” (a possessive pronoun) and “who’s” (a contraction of “who is” or
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Tip

Don’t put an apostro-
phe wherever you see
an “s.” A lot of words
end in “s.” Always ask if
the word is showing
possession or if it is a
contraction.

“who has”)
• “your” (the possessive pronoun, as in “your book”) and “you’re” (a contrac-

tion of “you are”)

Here’s a trick: If you can turn a contraction back into two words and the sentence
makes sense, then it’s a contraction and needs an apostrophe. For example:

The cat licked its paw. (You would not say “The cat licked it is paw,” so
“its” is a possessive pronoun, not a contraction. No apostrophe.)

Who’s going to the party? (You could say “Who is going” so this is a con-
traction and needs an apostrophe.)

The doctor said you’re to take the prescription. (You would say “You are”
so this is a contraction and needs an apostrophe.)

Notice that possessives work as adjectives
and modify nouns. For example:

Mary’s mother

our friends’ arrival (This is a plural.
Several friends have arrived. If only
one friend arrived, it would be “our
friend’s arrival.”)

the Jones’s address

their counselor’s office

a person’s clothes (singular)

people’s clothes (plural, but “peo-
ple” doesn’t end in “s”)
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Exercise 1

Type up the following sentences, adding apostrophes where needed.
Don’t guess. Refer to the rules above so that your answers are correct.

1. Colin was a hippie in the 60s.
2. My brothers wife is one of my best friends.
3. Its my parents house, but its my bedroom.
4. I couldnt believe that I got the job!
5. My supervisors informed me that I wouldnt be able to take the day

off.
6. Wont you please join me for dinner tonight?
7. Sarahs job just disappeared due to the pandemic.
8. Texass state flower is a bluebonnet, not a yellow rose.

Takeaways

• Use apostrophes to show possession.
• Use apostrophes in contractions to show where letters or numbers

have been removed.
• Do not use apostrophes to indicate a plural.
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5.4 Quotation Marks, Italics,
and Underlining

Preview

This section of Ch. 5 will cover the following topics:

• using quotation marks
• using italics
• nnoott using underlining

What do quotation marks, italics, and underlining look like?

• Quotation marks look like little pairs of commas up in the air (“ ”). They
always come in a set: one before and one after whatever is being enclosed.
For example: “The Lottery” is a very scary story.

• Italics is a typeface, not a symbol. It is a design that tilts the tops of letters to
the right and makes them look fancy, like this: italics. (The name comes from
the fact that the first typefaces designed to look like handwriting came from
Italy.)

• Underlining is obvious: underlining.

How do you use these marks? First, stop using underlining. The only thing
underlined in a document these days is a link to something online. (One excep-
tion: If you are writing by hand, you can use underlining on something you would
normally italicize.)
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So all you really need to know is how to use quotation marks and italics.

QuoQuotatatition Maon Marrksks
Quotation marks (“ ”) enclose words to set them off from the rest of the text. Quo-
tation marks are used three ways:

• to identify certain types of titles
• to indicate another person’s words, whether written or spoken
• to refer to a word being used as a word (For example: The word “cat” has

three letters. Putting “cat” in quotes clarifies that we are referring to the
word, not the animal. If we were just talking about the animal, we would not
use quotes. For example: I had a cat named Maggie. This use of quotation
marks is rare. Focus on the first two uses, which are much more common.)

Titles in Quotation Marks

QuoQuotatatition maon marrks aks are used to ire used to iddenentify thtify the tie titltles of shes of shortort wwororksks sucsuch ash as poems,poems,
essaessays, ays, artirticclles, ces, chahappters, sonters, songs, storigs, stories, wes, weeb pab pagges, TV anes, TV and rad radidio eo episodpisodes–es–any-
thing short enough that is part of something larger like a book, CD, program, or
website. For example:

“Looking for America” by Lana Del Rey (song)

“Shooting an Elephant” by George Orwell (essay)

“A Real Durwan” by Jhumpa Lahiri (short story)

“Watering the Stones” by Mary Oliver (poem)

“The Rains of Castamere” (episode in a TV series)

“Blood Gold: The Fight for the Future of Brazil’s Rain Forest” (magazine
article)

“Take Action” (page on Cascade AIDS Project’s website)

For the titles of longer works, see “Italics” below.
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Tip

Whether you quote
research directly or
indirectly, it must
always be identified as
research!

Quoting Speech

In college, you will write lots of research papers, using the ideas and the words
of other people. The first step is understanding the difference between direct and
indirect quotations.

A diA direcrect qt quouotatatition is won is whhen yen you wriou write ete exaxacctltly wy whahat somt someoneone ee else sailse said or wrod or wrotete..
ThTheieir wr words aords are enre enccllosed in qosed in quouotatatition maon marrks.ks. For example:

The wolf said, “Then I’ll huff and I’ll puff and I’ll blow your house down.”

According to Gandhi, “You must be the change you wish to see in the
world.”

An inAn indidirecrect qt quouotatatition is a restaon is a restatemtemenent oft of
wwhahat somt someoneone saie said or wrod or wrote but usinte but using yg yourour
oown wwn words.ords. Do not use quotation marks for
indirect quotations. For example:

The wolf threatened to destroy the
little pig’s house.

Gandhi often said we have to take
action if we want the world to be
better.

Capitalizing Quotes

QuoQuotes ates are care capipitalized just liktalized just like regulae regular senr sententencesces. The first word in a sentence is
capitalized and the first word in a quote is capitalized.

Martie wrote an email saying, “Thank you for the card. The design was
lovely.” (The words “Thank” and “The” are capitalized because they begin
sentences.)

When identifying the speaker in the middle of a quote, the beginning of the sec-
ond part of the quote does not need to be capitalized unless it is the beginning of
a new sentence. For example:
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“Thank you for the card,” Martie wrote in her email. “The design was
lovely.” (“The” is capitalized because it is the beginning of the new sen-
tence.)

“Thank you for the card,” Martie wrote, adding, “with the lovely design.”
(The word “with” is not capitalized because the phrase “with the lovely
design” is a continuation of the sentence that begins “Thank you for the
card.”)

Placement of Quotation Marks

QuoQuotatatition maon marrks gks go ao at tht the beginnine beginning ang and thd the ene end of thd of the qe quouotete.. This is true even
if a quote goes on for two or more sentences. Generally, no additional quotation
marks are needed in between. For example:

My sister said, “Your dog ran away again. I found him, but he was wet and
muddy. The next time he runs away, get him yourself.”

However, if the quote is interrupted with explanatory words, the quotation marks
go around the quoted words to separate them from the explanation. For example:

My sister said, “Your dog ran away again.” I could tell she was really
angry. “I found him, but he was wet and muddy,” she continued. “The
next time he runs away, get him yourself.” Then she slammed the door.

A speaker can be identified at the beginning, middle, or end of a quote. For exam-
ple:

Madison said, “Let’s stop at the market to buy fresh vegetables for dinner.”

“Let’s stop at the market,” Madison said. “We can buy fresh vegetables for
dinner.”

“Let’s stop at the market to buy some fresh vegetables for dinner,” Madi-
son said.

WhWhen qen quouotatatition maon marrks aks are used nre used neexxt to ot to othther puner puncctuatuatitionon, there is a correct
order.
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• QuoQuotatatition maon marrks aks are alre alwaways pys plalaced after commas anced after commas and perid periods.ods. For example:

I love the Billie Eilish song “My Future,” which she sang at the Democratic
convention.

• If boIf both thth the sene sententence ance and thd the qe quouote ate are stare statemtemenents, put thts, put the perie period insiod insidde the thee
enend qd quouotestes. For example:

In high school I read “The Lottery..””

• If thIf the sene sententence is a qce is a questiuestion or eon or exxcclamalamatition anon and thd the qe quouote is a state is a statemtemenent, putt, put
ththe qe questiuestion maon marrk or ek or exxcclamalamatition poinon point after tht after the ene end qd quouotes.tes. For example:

I finally memorized the poem “The Raven“!“!

• But if thBut if the sene sententence is a stace is a statemtemenent ant and thd the qe quouoted mated material is a qterial is a questiuestion oron or
eexxcclamalamatition, put thon, put the qe questiuestion maon marrk or ek or exxcclamalamatition poinon point insit insidde the the ene endd
qquouotes.tes. For example:

I asked the teacher, “Can you help me?”?”

SinSinglgle qe quouotatatition maon marrks (‘ ’) aks (‘ ’) are onlre only used to iny used to indidicacate a qte a quouotatatition wion within anthin anooththerer
qquouotatatition.on. For example:

Theresa said, “I wanted to take my dog to the music festival, but the man
at the gate said, ‘‘No dogs allowed,’’ so I took Pepper home.”

Using quotation marks correctly requires practice. Keep these rules nearby and
check them when you want to use quotation marks.
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Exercise 1

Type up the following sentences, adding quotation marks where neces-
sary. Check the rules above as you work.

1. Yasmin said, Let’s go out to eat.
2. Where should we go? asked Russell.
3. Yasmin said it didn’t matter to her.
4. I know, let’s go to the Two Roads Juice Bar. Did you know that the

name is a reference to a poem? asked Russell.
5. Yasmin was surprised and asked the poem’s title.
6. The Road Not Taken by Robert Frost, Russell explained.
7. Oh! said Yasmin, Is that the one that starts with the line, Two

roads diverged in a yellow wood?
8. Russell nodded in agreement.
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Tip

Use quotation marks
for the titles of small
things that are part of
something larger.

Use italics for the titles
of large things.

Never use both quota-
tion marks and italics.
It’s always one or the
other.

ItaliItalicscs
Use iUse italitalics to ics to iddenentify titify titltles of les of lonong wg wororksks
((boobooks, pks, plalays, nys, neewspawspapers, mapers, magazingazines,es,
alalbums anbums and CDs, wd CDs, weebsibsites, mtes, moovivies anes andd
DDVDs, TV anVDs, TV and rad radidio serio serieses)), as w, as weell as thll as thee
namnames of shies of ships anps and aid aircraft, anrcraft, and fd foreioreigngn
wwords.ords. For example:

Books and plays: To Kill a Mocking-

bird, Hamlet, The Hobbit

Magazines and newspapers: The

New York Times, Rolling Stone

Movies and DVDs: Casablanca,

Moonlight, Vivo

Websites: Craig’s List, Common Sense

Media, Khan Academy, TED

TV & radio series: Stranger Things,

SNL, Morning Edition

Albums and CDs: Abbey Road by The Beatles, American Idiot by Green
Day

Video games: Super Mario 3D World, Minecraft

Ships and aircraft: Enterprise, Spruce Goose

Foreign words: The Italian word ciao is used when greeting people or say-
ing goodbye.
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Exercise 2

Type up the following list, putting the titles either in quotes or italics. (If
you are unfamiliar with something on the list, Google it. You can’t punc-
tuate correctly if you don’t know what the thing is.)

• Queen Mary 2
• The Washington Post
• BBC News
• Breaking Bad
• Pulp Fiction
• The Yellow Wallpaper by Charlotte Perkins Gilman
• The New Yorker
• The Raven by Edgar Allen Poe
• aloha
• Bigger Love by John Legend
• Wikipedia
• Netflix
• I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings by Maya Angelou

Notice that whether you put a title in quotes or italics gives your reader
information.
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Takeaways

• Use quotation marks to enclose direct quotes and the titles of
short works.

• Use italics for the titles of long works and foreign words.
• Don’t use underlining for anything other than live links.
• Never use both italics and quotes; it’s always one or the other.
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5.5 Semicolons, Colons,
Hyphens, Dashes,
Parentheses, Ellipses, and
Slashes

Preview

This section of Ch. 5 will cover the following topics:

• using semicolons, colons, hyphens, dashes, parentheses, ellipses,
and slashes

• where the most study is needed

Why lump all the remaining punctuation marks into one section? Because none
of them are used very often. In fact, you could probably make it through college
without using any of these punctuation marks more than a few times.

Your focus should be on the first four sections of this chapter: end punctuation,
commas, apostrophes, and quotes/italics. Those are very commonly used and fre-
quently misused. If you learn how to use those correctly, you are 99% of the way
to mastery over punctuation.

However, there are other punctuation marks. So let’s work through them.
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Tip

A semicolon has
absolutely nothing to
do with a colon. Don’t
confuse the two.

SemiSemicocollon;on;
The semicolon looks like a period sitting on top of a comma. It indicates a pause
in the sentence. What it looks like can help you remember that the length of the
pause: longer than a comma but less than a period.

Use a semicolon between two ininddeepenpenddenent ct clalausesuses that are not joined by one of
the conjunctions called “fanboys.” For example:

My brother is an insurance sales-
man; we have great coverage.

Also, use a semicolon as sort of a “super
comma” to avoid confusion in a list that
already has commas. For example:

I enjoy gardening, my hobby; danc-
ing, my passion; and writing, my job.

The color combinations we can
choose are black, white, and grey;
green, brown, and black; or red,
green, and brown.

You can write all your life and never need a semicolon. A comma or a period will
usually work instead. Avoid semicolons unless you have a really good reason, and
then be sure to use them correctly.
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Tip

In this textbook, a
colon is used after “For
example” to direct
attention to the exam-
ples that follow. “For
example” is not an
independent clause, but
this kind of exception is
common in business
writing.

CCoollon:on:
The colon looks like a period sitting on top
of another period.

A colon is used after an ininddeepenpenddenent ct clalauseuse
to direct a reader’s attention to something
that follows, like a list, a quote, an example,
or an explanation. For example:

The college website introduced the
new dean: Sara Rivara.

The Toyota Prius comes in four col-
ors: red, orange, blue, or black.

Mark Twain said it best: “When in
doubt, tell the truth.”

However, if the introductory clause is
dependent, generally we don’t use a colon.
For example:

The Toyata Prius comes in red, blue,
orange, and black.

The first letter following a colon is capitalized only if the word is a proper noun,
the beginning of a quote, or the beginning of a sentence. Otherwise, do not capi-
talize the word that follows a colon.
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Exercise 1

Type up the following sentences, adding semicolons or colons where
needed. To do this assignment correctly, you must know how these two
punctuation marks are different.

1. There are three ways to get to the grocery store by car, by bus, and
by foot.

2. I did not notice that you were in the office I was at the front desk
all day.

3. Do you want turkey, spinach, and cheese roast beef, lettuce, and
cheese or ham, tomato, and cheese?

4. Please close the blinds there is a glare on the screen.
5. Next semester, we will read contemporary authors Zadie Smith,

Emma Donoghue and Tea Obreht.

HypHyphhenen--
The hyphen is a short line, like a minus sign. It is used in four ways:

• Compound words. A compound word is when two or more words are
joined to form a new word. A dictionary will tell you whether a compound
word needs a hyphen (as in “water-repellant”), or is written as one word (as
in “waterproof”), or is two words (as in “water table”).

• Words working together as an adjective. When two or more words work
together to modify a noun or pronoun, they are connected by a hyphen. For
example: “well-known candidate,” “four-year-old child.”

• Numbers. Hyphenate the written form of fractions and compound num-
bers, such as “three-fourths” and “twenty-one.”
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Tip

To create a dash, type
two hyphens. In Word,
if you don’t put any
spaces before or after
the hyphens and hit the
space bar after the next
word, the two hyphens
should turn into a sin-
gle long line.

• Word breaks. Use a hyphen to divide a word onto two lines. Many word
processing programs will do this for you, but if you have to do it yourself,
put the hyphen between syllable breaks. (A dictionary will tell you where a
word can be divided.)

DashDash––
A dash is a long line between words, used to
set off a phrase for emphasis. You can
enclose text between two dashes or just use
one dash to set off a phrase from the begin-
ning or the end of the sentence. For exam-
ple:

I love movies about other coun-
tries–such as Slumdog Millionaire and
Roma.

The new students–Oliver, Diego,
and Natasha–still need to buy their
textbooks.

Unless you have a good reason for using a
dash, avoid it. Using dashes creates a
choppy feel and generally other punctuation
marks work equally well. For example, commas could replace the dashes in the
two sentences above.
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Exercise 2

Type up the following sentences, adding dashes or hyphens where neces-
sary.

1. Which hair length do you prefer short or long?
2. My favorite is shoulder length hair.
3. Marta is taking care of her six month old nephew this weekend.
4. My homework is three fourths done.
5. I will be happy to work over the weekend if I can have Monday off.

(P(Paarenrenththeseseses))
Parentheses come in pairs and are placed before and after information that is sec-
ondary or supplemental to the main sentence (such as an afterthought). Notice
parentheses curve around the word or words. For example:
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Tip

You will never put the
subject or verb of a sen-
tence in parentheses
because they are never
secondary information.

Hospital nurses record a patient’s
vital signs (temperature, pulse,
blood pressure) every few hours.

Attack of the Killer Tomatoes has to be
the worst movie I’ve seen (so far).

To check if parentheses are needed, the sen-
tence should still make sense if the informa-
tion in the parentheses is deleted.

Hospital nurses record a patient’s
vital signs every few hours.

Attack of the Killer Tomatoes has to be
the worst movie I’ve seen.

Parentheses are also used to enclose an abbreviation that follows the full-length
word. The abbreviation is then used throughout the rest of the text. For example:

I attend Mt. Hood Community College (MHCC). When I first registered
at MHCC, I was a bit nervous.

And parentheses are used to enclose in-text citations in research papers (more
about this next term).
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Exercise 3

Type up the following sentences, adding parentheses where necessary. If
the sentence is already clear, write “Correct.”

1. I recommend you try the sushi bar unless you don’t like sushi.
2. I was able to solve the puzzle although I had to think carefully.
3. Please complete the questionnaire at the end of this letter.
4. Has anyone in the class read the assignment?
5. Be sure to circle not underline the correct answers.

Remember to ask yourself if the information makes sense without the
words enclosed in parentheses.

ElliEllipses…pses…
An ellipsis looks like three periods in a row. It indicates that something has been
deleted from an otherwise word-for-word quotation. For example:

According to the review, the new book was “an important contribution to
gender studies…in the 21st century.”

This tells us there were additional words between “studies” and “in” in the orig-
inal quote, but they have been deleted as not relevant to this situation. You can’t
just take the words out of a quote; you have to show you are doing so.

Ellipses are not usually necessary at the beginning or end of a quote, just when
something is deleted in the middle.
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SlashSlash//
The slash is too casual for most academic writing. One exception is when the
slash is used to separate individual lines of poetry that have been written out as
one line. For example:

Mary Oliver’s poem starts with this image: “Once I looked inside / the
darkness / of a shell folded like a pastry, / and there was a fancy face.”

You also might see a slash used to separate a pair of opposites, like this:

pass/fail, and/or, he/she

But this use is discouraged in formal writing. The more formal “pass or fail”
should be used instead. Avoid “and/or”; make up your mind. While sexist lan-
guage should be avoided, “he/she” isn’t a good way to do that. Either change to a
non-gender plural such as “they” or rephrase the sentence.

Takeaways

• The most common punctuation marks are end punctuation, com-
mas, apostrophes, and quotation marks/italics. Study those.

• All the other punctuation marks are rare. Have a general sense of
what they are and, if you decide to use one, look up the rule.
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CHAPTER 6: PARAGRAPHS

6.1 The Structure of a Paragraph
6.2 Stand-alone Paragraphs
6.3 Building Paragraphs
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6.1 The Structure of a
Paragraph

Preview

This section of Ch. 6 will cover the following topics:

• topic sentences
• supporting detail
• transitions and conclusions
• paragraph length

The basic building blocks of language are words, which form sentences, which
combine to make paragraphs. Paragraphs can stand alone or be combined to
become essays, research papers, reports, letters, and books.

This chapter covers the parts of a paragraph, different types of paragraphs, and
how to use paragraphs to build longer documents.

ThThe Pe Paarts of a Prts of a Paararagragrapphh
A paragraph is generally composed of a topic sentence, supporting information,
and a concluding point or transition.
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Topic Sentences

ThThe main ie main iddea of thea of the pae pararagragrapph is stah is stated in thted in the toe topipic senc sententencece.. A good topic sen-
tence does the following:

• indicates what is in the rest of the paragraph
• contains both a topic and an opinion
• is clear and easy to follow
• does not include supporting details
• engages the reader

For example:

Development of the Alaska oil fields created many problems for already-
endangered wildlife.

This sentence introduces the topic and the writer’s opinion. After reading this
sentence, a reader might reasonably expect the writer to explain what the prob-
lems are and how they were created. The sentence is clear and the word choice is
interesting.

Here is another example:

Major league baseball has a history of cheating.

Again, the topic and opinion are clear, the details are saved for later, and the word
choice is powerful.

Now look at this example:

I think that people should not take their pets to work, even for special
occasions, because it is disruptive and someone might get bitten by a dog
or a rabbit.

Even though the topic and opinion are evident, there are too many details (under
what conditions, types of pets, different consequences). The phrase “special occa-
sions” is vague. Also, “I think that” is unnecessary.

Revised, that sentence might read like this:
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People should not take their pets to work.

ThThe me most efficiost efficienent pt plalace to put a toce to put a topipic senc sententence is ace is at tht the beginnine beginning of thg of the pae para-ra-
gragrapph.h. In college and business writing, readers often lose patience if they are
unable to quickly grasp what the writer is trying to say. Topic sentences make the
writer’s basic point easy to locate and understand.
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Exercise 1

Read the following paragraph from Pablo Medina’s student essay (posted
in Ch. 8):

I like going to the library because I can concentrate more effec-
tively on doing my homework. It is a very quiet place, with desig-
nated study areas where people read in peace. When I go there, I
sit in the corner because I do not like anybody disturbing me.
Also, everybody respects the place and they try to not make any
noise. Sometimes the library has special celebrations. Even
though on these days it gets too noisy to study, I can manage the
situation so I can concentrate better by asking someone to let me
into one of the study rooms. There is no place like the library to
really focus on my assignments.

Find Pablo’s topic sentence and write it down.

Then, answer these questions about that sentence:

1. What is the topic of Pablo’s paragraph? (Hint: The topic is not
“I.”)

2. What is Pablo’s opinion on that topic? (Hint: The opinion is not
“like.”)

Notice that Pablo’s topic sentence does not include any supporting
details.

Supporting Ideas

ThThe bode body of a pay of a pararagragrapph conh contains suptains supportinporting dg deetails to htails to heellp ep exxpplain, prolain, provvee, or, or
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eexxpanpand thd the toe topipic senc sententencece.. For example, a paragraph on the topic of people con-
tinuing to work into their 70s might have a topic sentence like this:

Retirement is no longer guaranteed for many older Americans.

A supporting sentence could include some of the following:

• Fact: Something proven to be true. More than 20 percent of adults over age
65 are currently working or looking for work in the United States.

• Reason: An explanation or justification. The increasing life expectancy for
an average American means retirement may last decades.

• Quotation: An opinion from an expert on the topic. “Retirement is not in
my vocabulary,” claimed long-lived actor Betty White.

• Example: An illustration of the point. Last year, my grandpa had to take a
job with Walmart.

A topic sentence guides the reader by signposting what the paragraph is about.
All the rest of the paragraph should relate to the topic sentence. Can you spot the
sentence in the following paragraph that does not relate to the topic sentence?

Health policy experts note that opposition to wearing a face mask during
the COVID-19 pandemic is similar to opposition to the laws governing
alcohol use. For example, some people believe drinking is an individual’s
choice, not something the government should regulate. However, when
an individual’s behavior impacts others–as when a drunk driver is
involved in a fatal car accident–the dynamic changes. Seat belts are a good
way to reduce the potential for physical injury in car accidents. Opposi-
tion to wearing a face mask during this pandemic is not simply an individ-
ual choice; it is a responsibility to others.

If you said the sentence that begins “Seat belts are” doesn’t belong, you are cor-
rect. It does not support the paragraph’s topic: opposition to regulations. If an
idea isn’t clearly connected to the topic sentence, the writer should tie it in or take
it out.
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Tip

Don’t introduce new
ideas in a conclusion. It
will just confuse the
reader.

Exercise 2

Look again at Pablo’s paragraph in Exercise 1.

Identify three supporting details that explain, prove, or expand the topic
sentence. Write them down.

Concluding Sentences

In a stand-alone paragraph, a strong conclu-
sion draws together the ideas raised in the
paragraph. A concluding sentence reminds
readers of the main point without restating
it in exactly the same words.

Concluding sentences can do any of the fol-
lowing:

• restate the main idea in a different way
• summarize the key points in the para-

graph
• draw a conclusion based on the infor-

mation in the paragraph
• make a prediction, suggestion, or recommendation about the information

For example, in the paragraph above about wearing face masks, the concluding
sentence repeats the idea about opposition to masks without using the exact
words of the topic sentence. It also summarizes the key point: responsibility to
others.
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Exercise 3

Look at Pablo’s paragraph again. Find the concluding sentence. Then,
answer this question:

Which of the following does Pablo do in his concluding sentence?

◦ restate the main idea in a different way
◦ summarize the key points in the paragraph
◦ draw a conclusion based on the information in the para-

graph
◦ make a prediction, suggestion, or recommendation about

the information

Transitions

TTransiransititions aons are wre words or pords or phhrases tharases that ht heellp thp the reae readder mer moovve from one from one ie iddea to thea to thee
nneexxtt, whether within a paragraph or between paragraphs. For example:

I am going to fix breakfast. Later, I will do the laundry.

“Later” transitions us from the first task to the second one. “Later” shows a
sequence of events and establishes a connection between the tasks.
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Tip

A transition can appear
at the end of a sentence
or paragraph or at the
beginning of the follow-
ing sentence or para-
graph, but never in
both places.

Look at this paragraph:

There are numerous advantages to
owning a hybrid car. FFor eor examxamppllee,,
they get up to 35 percent more miles
to the gallon than a fuel-efficient,
gas-powered vehicle. AlsoAlso, they
produce very few emissions during
low speed city driving. BecaBecauseuse they
do not require gas, hybrid cars
reduce dependency on fossil fuels,
which helps lower prices at the
pump. GiGivvenen the low costs and
environmental benefits of owning a
hybrid car, it is likely that many peo-
ple will buy hybrids in the future.

The bobollddeded words are transitions.

In a series of paragraphs, such as in an essay, transitions usually replace concluding
sentences. They connect ideas and move the discussion forward. For example:

Attending a community college is one way to save on the cost of college.
Most lower division prerequisites–such as freshmen comp and intro to
psychology–can be completed at either a community college or a four-year
college, but cost significantly less at a community college.

AnAnoothther waer wayy to complete college on a budget is to apply for grants and
scholarships. Although not everyone qualifies for these educational ben-
efits, many students find that they do. It is worthwhile to look for these
opportunities.

But perBut perhahaps thps the best wae best way toy to save money on education is to…

The words in bold are transitions. They organize the writer’s ideas and keep the
reader on track. They make the writing flow more smoothly.

Beginning writers tend to rely on ordinary transitions, such as “first” and “in con-
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clusion.” There are more interesting ways to tell a reader what you want them to
know. Here are some examples:

PPurposeurpose TTransiransitition Won Words anords and Phd Phrasesrases

to show a sequence of events eventually, finally, previously, next, then, later
on

to show additional
information also, in addition to, for example, for instance

to show consequences therefore, as a result, because, since

to show comparison or
contrast however, but, nevertheless, although

These words have slightly different meanings so don’t just substitute one for
another that might sound newer or better. Use your dictionary to be sure you are
saying what you mean to say.

Exercise 4

Look one final time at Pablo’s paragraph. Find three words or phrases in
the paragraph that work as transitions. List them.

Paragraph Length

How long should a paragraph be? The answer is “long enough to explain your
point but not too long.” A paragraph can be fairly short (two or three sentences)
or, in a complex essay, a paragraph can be half a page. Most paragraphs contain
three to six supporting sentences.

As long as the writer maintains a close focus on the topic and does not ramble, a
long paragraph is acceptable in college-level writing. But often a long paragraph
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will not hold the reader’s interest. In such cases, divide a paragraph into two or
more shorter paragraphs, adding a transitional word or phrase.

In a long piece of writing–an essay, a research paper, a book–paragraphs separate
ideas into logical, manageable chunks. EffEffecectitivve wrie writers begin a nters begin a neew paw pararagragrapph fh foror
eaeacch nh neew iw iddea thea theey iny introdtroduceuce..

Takeaways

• Topic sentences express the main idea of the paragraph and the
writer’s opinion. In most academic essays, the topic sentence
appears at the beginning of a paragraph.

• Supporting sentences explain, prove, or enhance the topic sen-
tence by offering facts, reasons, quotations, or examples.

• Concluding sentences wrap-up the points made in the paragraph.
• Transitional words and phrases show how ideas relate to one

another and move the reader on to the next point. In a series of
paragraphs, transitions often replace concluding sentences.
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6.2 Stand-alone Paragraphs

Preview

This section of Ch. 6 will cover the following topics:

• summaries and evaluations
• critical thinking
• audience and tone

Often in college, you will be asked to write short responses, whether to a reading
assignment or on an essay test. An instructor will ask you to respond to a short
story, explain the main points in a chapter from your text, or report back on a lab
experiment. Often these responses will be single paragraphs. Two common types
of stand-alone paragraphs are summaries and evaluations.

SummaSummary Pry Paararagragrapphshs
A summaA summary is a siry is a signifignificancantltly shy shortenortened ved versiersion of anon of anooththerer, l, lonongger pier pieceece. A sum-
mary gives only a general sense of the information, capturing the main ideas, with-
out necessarily following the order or emphasis of the original. A summaA summary isry is
alalwaways wriys written in ytten in your oour own wwn words.ords.

You probably summarize every day. At some point in a casual conversation with
a friend or classmate, you compressed a two-hour movie into a brief description.
You described the major highlights in a few sentences, using your own words.
That is a summary.
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A summary will do the following:

• maintain the meaning of the original
• contain all the main points, without the supporting details
• not include your opinion
• use your words rather than those of the original writer

In writing a summary, you have to judge what is important and what isn’t. The
easiest way to do this is to “mark up” the document you want to summarize as you
read–identifying the topic, the main supporting details, and any other significant
points. Those notes are easily turned into a summary.

Here is a one-paragraph summary of the essay “How to Mark a Book” by Mortimer
Adler. That essay was assigned to be read in Ch. 1.1, but you should re-read it
again now, before you read the summary below (the link is in Ch. 8).

Mortimer J. Adler’s main point in the essay “How to Mark a Book” is
that a reader must oownwn a book, not just buy it. He defines “ownership”
as understanding the material, not simply scanning the page with one’s
eyes. Active reading, he says, involves marking up a book. He provides
examples of how he does this: underlining, starring, circling key words
or phrases, numbering, writing in the margins. If someone complains
that writing notes slows down their reading, Adler explains that is the
point: reading slowly and taking notes helps a reader understand and
retain information. His final comment is crucial to the idea of “owning”:
he recommends that readers not lend their annotated books to friends
because “it is almost like giving your mind away” (138).

Notice how the summary retains the key points of the original but omits many
details. The information has been papararapphhrasedrased, avoiding Adler’s specific vocab-
ulary. Phrases like “prelude to possession” and “the soul of a book” belong to
Adler. Where a particularly well-written phrase is used, it is quoted and cicitedted cor-
rectly. Also, the summary does NOT include the writer’s opinion.
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How to Write a Summary

1. Carefully read the original document, making notes as you go. You must
fully understand something before you try to explain it to someone else.

2. Then, put the original away. This is crucial; if you glance at the original
now and then, you will accidentally copy words or sentence structures.
Summarizing without referring to the original also forces you to understand
the material before trying to explain it.

3. Write a single sentence that explains the point of the piece. Name the docu-
ment and the author. This is your topic sentence.

4. Identify the several main ideas in the original. (You may refer to your notes,
but do not look at the original.) Briefly explain each. These are your sup-
porting details.

5. Read your summary to be sure it is clear and complete. Check that you have
not included your opinion; a summary explains but does not comment on
the original.

6. Add a concluding comment that refers to but does not repeat the topic sen-
tence.

7. Now, re-read the original to be sure you didn’t miss anything important.
8. Revise and edit your paragraph for clarity and correctness.

Note that the example summary paragraph above on the Adler essay does all of
these things.

A summary will be far shorter than the original. It should include just enough
information to recount the main points. A summary of a paragraph should be one
or two sentences. A summary of a chapter or an essay might be a paragraph or
maybe two. A summary of a whole book might be one or two pages.

It takes practice to be able to pull the essential information from a piece of writing,
but there are many benefits to doing so. And you will be asked to do this task
again and again in college.
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Exercise 1

Go to Ch. 8 and read the essay “The Maker’s Eye” by Donald Murray. If
possible, print the document so you can mark it up. If you can’t do that,
take good notes as you read.

Following the steps above, write a summary of the Murray essay.

Your summary should be a single paragraph (at least 150 words, but no
more than 200). Be sure your paragraph has a topic sentence, clear sup-
porting points, and a concluding comment.

Revise and edit your paragraph for clarity and correctness.

Note: This is a graded assignment, so be sure to submit your best work.
If you need help, schedule some time with our embedded tutor.

EvalEvaluauatition Pon Paararagragrapphshs
An eAn evalvaluauatition judon judgges thes the vale value of somue of someethinthingg and determines its worth. Evalua-
tions are based on set standards, influenced by opinion and prior knowledge. At
work, a supervisor may evaluate an employee based on how well he meets the com-
pany’s goals, but the evaluation also includes the supervisor’s opinion and prior
experience of the employee.

In college, when a student expresses an opinion about a piece of writing or a topic,
that evaluation should be based on specific cricriteriateria, careful reading, and any prior
knowledge.

Following is an evaluation paragraph on the Adler essay:

Even though it was written in 1940, “How to Mark a Book” by Mortimer
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J. Adler is still relevant. Many of his examples are outdated and even
funny. We can’t buy a book for less than a dollar these days. Many people
have never heard of a bookplate or an ice-box, let alone Rudy Vallee
or John Dewey. Hardly anyone reads Plutarch’s Lives. But Adler’s notion
of how learning happens hasn’t changed. We still get to know books
better by having a conversation with the writer. Active reading is still
promoted by educators because it is the best way to organize and retain
complex information. Taking notes still makes reading go more slowly,
and reading quickly is still not better than reading carefully. Even in the
21st century, when faster is supposedly better for everything from data to
dating, Adler’s advice should be heeded. If we want to really understand a
problem, a person, or a piece of writing, we have to put in the time.

Notice how the paragraph incorporates the reader’s personal judgment. Because
an evaluation includes the writer’s point of view and reasons, it requires more crit-
ical thinking than a summary.

Critical Thinking

We know what “thinking” is. The word “critical” can mean “crucial” or “poten-
tially dangerous.” To “be critical” often means to be disapproving. But in college,
“critical thinking” is neither negative nor life-threatening. It simply means
aacctitivveelly analy analyzinyzing somg someethinthingg (a poem, a piece of music, a political issue) usinusingg
oobservabservatition, reflecon, reflectition, anon, and reason to dd reason to draraw a conw a conccllusiusionon.

To engage in critical thinking, a student must be willing to do three things:

• read carefully with the goal of fully understanding
• use specific standards to measure the material
• think reasonably, using previous experience and knowledge

How to Write an Evaluation

1. Carefully read the original document, taking notes as you go. In fact, read-
ing the piece several times is a good idea. You must fully understand it
before you have a right to an opinion.
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2. Take 10 minutes to jot down your thoughts. Start simply: Did you like it?
Why or why not? Then get more specific. What did the writer do that was
effective? Were there any problems? What observations did you make as
you read?

3. Identify several criteria for evaluation. What makes the piece good or bad?
You might consider the way the piece was organized, or how well the writer
supports her point, or whether the information was repetitive or the lan-
guage evocative, whether the writer’s argument was logical or not.

4. In one sentence, write your opinion. Name the document and author in this
sentence so we know what you are evaluating. This is your topic sentence.

5. Expand your point. Provide examples from the original. Use transitions to
connect the ideas. These are your supporting details.

6. Wrap up with a final thought that reflects your point but doesn’t repeat
things you’ve already said. That is your concluding sentence.

7. Re-read the original essay to be sure you didn’t miss anything important.

Notice that the example evaluation paragraph above on the Adler essay does all of
these things.
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Exercise 2

Re-read “The Maker’s Eye” by Donald Murray, then write an evaluation
of his essay.

Important: Do not just agree or disagree with his point. Your job is to
analyze and evaluate the quality of his writing.

An evaluation paragraph is your judgment, but it is not just your gut
feeling. A judgment should be based on sound reasoning, examples, and
logic. State your opinion in a clear topic sentence, use supporting details
to explain your opinion, and wrap up your paragraph with an effective
final point.

Your evaluation should be a single paragraph (at least 150 words but no
more than 200 words). Revise and edit your paragraph for clarity and
correctness.

Note: This is a graded assignment, so submit an example of your best
work. If you need help, work with our embedded tutor.

AAudiudienence ance and Td Tononee
Being aware of “invisible” readers is a skill you likely already possess. Consider
the following notes. Which would the writer send to her parents? Which would
she send to her best friend?

Last Saturday, I volunteered at a local hospital. The visit was fun and
rewarding. I even learned how to do cardiopulmonary resuscitation, or
CPR. Unfortunately, I think I caught a cold from one of the patients. I
hope I am well by next Saturday to volunteer again.
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OMG! You won’t believe this! My advisor forced me to do my community
service hours at this hospital all weekend! We learned CPR but we did it
on dummies, not even real peeps. And some kid sneezed on me and got me
sick! I hope I don’t have to go back next week. I def do NOT want to miss
the basketball game!

Most likely, you matched each note to its intended reader easily.

Just as speakers transmit emotion through voice, writers transmit a range of atti-
tudes using sentence structure, punctuation, and word choice. In the second
example above, notice the writer uses slang (“OMG,” “peeps,” “def”), casual punc-
tuation (!), and informal sentence structure (starting a sentence with “And”).
Those choices set a certain tone.

A writer’s tone should always match the audience and the purpose of the piece of
writing. The tone of college writing is slightly formal–not casual, but not stiff.
You should sound like yourself, but the way you would speak in a formal situation.

Takeaways

• Common types of paragraphs in college include summaries and
evaluations.

• Summaries do not include your opinion; evaluations do.
• Critical thinking means actively analyzing something using obser-

vation, reflection, and reason to draw a conclusion.
• Writing must be appropriate in tone for the purpose of the docu-

ment and the intended audience.
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6.3 Building with Paragraphs

Preview

This section of Ch. 6 will cover the following topics:

• introductory paragraphs
• body paragraphs
• concluding paragraphs

Most documents are composed of three types of paragraphs: introductory para-
graphs, body paragraphs, and concluding paragraphs. This is true of a short story,
a scientific study, a business report, and a college essaessayy or research paper.

All three types of paragraphs focus on a single idea, provide details that explain or
illustrate, and end with a final thought or transition to the next idea.

But introductions, body paragraphs, and conclusions have very different pur-
poses.

Introductory Paragraphs

Your introduction is an invitation to your readers to consider what you have to
say and then to follow along as you expand your point. If your introductory para-
graph is dull or unfocused, your reader will not care about continuing.

ThThe ine introdtroducuctory patory pararagragrapphh’’s jos job is to ab is to attrattracct tht the reae readder’er’s ins interest anterest and presend present tht thee
totopipic anc and thd the wrie writer’ter’s os opinipinion aon about thbout the toe topipic (c (this is callthis is called thed the “e “ththesisesis”)”).. In a
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long paper, an introduction might also supply necessary background information
or preview major points.

When writing an introductory paragraph, your main goals are to be interesting
and clear. Following are several techniques for strong introductory paragraphs:

• Begin wiBegin with a broath a broad, gd, geneneral staeral statemtemenent of tht of the toe topipicc, na, narrorrowinwing to thg to the the thesis.esis.
For example: “Voting is a responsibility, but one that is not always easy to
accomplish…” Add some detail, then end with the thesis: “Mail-in ballots
would make voting cheaper, easier, and less prone to fraud.”

• StaStart wirt with an ith an iddea or a siea or a situatuatition thon the oe oppposiposite of thte of the one one ye you will dou will deevveelloopp..
For example: “In some countries, people have to risk their lives to cast a
vote. In the U.S., it is usually just inconvenient.” Add detail that leads to the
thesis.

• CCononvinvince thce the reae readders thers the sue subbjecject at apppplilies to thes to them or is somem or is someethinthing thg theeyy
shshoulould knd knoow aw about.bout. For example: “Conversations about politics happen on
the bus, at the dinner table, in the classroom. One topic of concern is voter
turnout.” Add detail that leads to the thesis.

• Use an inUse an inciciddenent or brit or brief storyef story–som–someethinthing thag that hat happpenpened to yed to you or thaou or that yt youou
hheaeard ard about.bout. For example: “I remember the first time I voted.” Add more
details, then end with the thesis: “Everyone should have the same chance I
had to cast their vote. Mail-in ballots would help.”

• Ask qAsk questiuestions so thons so the reae readder thinks aer thinks about thbout the answe answers or so yers or so you can answou can answerer
ththe qe questiuestions.ons. For example: “How many people complain about politics?
Why do they just talk? Why don’t they vote? Mail-in ballots would make
voting easier for many people.”

• Use a qUse a quouotatatition to aon to addd somd someoneone ee elselse’’s vs voioice to yce to your oour own.wn. For example:
“Franklin D. Roosevelt once said, ‘Nobody will ever deprive the American
people of the right to vote except the American people themselves and the
only way they could do this is by not voting.’ A key objective in a democ-
racy, then, is to make it easy to vote. Mail-in ballots would do that.”

Notice that each technique starts with some sort of hook to grab the reader’s atten-
tion, follows with details, then ends with the thesis.
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Exercise 1

Go to Ch. 8 and read just thjust the fie first parst pararagragrapphh in these student-written
essays:

• “Being Safe: An Informed Approach” by Angela Godfrey
• “Remembering My Beginnings at Mt. Hood Community College”

by Jennifer Steimer
• “Calming the Butterflies” by Brittany McLaughlin

Answer these questions:

1. Which technique for writing a strong introductory paragraph
(listed above) did each writer use in her introduction?

2. Did you find yourself wanting to know more after reading these
introductions? Did you at least clearly understand the subject of
the rest of the essay?

3. Which introduction most engaged you? Why?

Body Paragraphs

A body paragraph is just like the stand-alone paragraphs we worked on in Ch. 6.2,
except most body paragraphs end with a transition to the next paragraph or begin
with a transition from the previous paragraph (one or the other, never both!).

Topic sentences are vital to body paragraphs because they tie the paragraph to
your thesis and remind readers what your essay is about. A paragraph without a
clearly identified topic sentence will feel unfocused and scattered.

The information in body paragraphs should do the following:
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• Be specifiBe specificc.. The main points you make and the examples you use to expand
on those points need to be clear and detailed. General examples are not
nearly as compelling or useful because they are too obvious and typical. To
say “students worry about exams” is not as effective as saying “the average
community college student often feels overwhelmed during finals week.”

• Be seBe sellecectitivvee.. When faced with lots of information that could be used to
prove your thesis, you may think you need to include it all. Effective writers
resist the temptation to overwhelm. Choose wisely. If you have five reasons
why exercise programs fail, pick the best three.

Exercise 2

Read Jennifer Steimer’s essay “Remembering My Beginnings” all the way
through.

1. Look at the introductory paragraph and find the thesis statement.
Write it down.

2. Read the next paragraph (the first body paragraph), find the topic
sentence, and write down what that paragraph’s topic is. Below
that, briefly list the examples Jennifer uses to support her topic
sentence.

3. Do the same for the third and fourth paragraphs.

If you did this correctly, your assignment should look like an outline for
Jennifer’s essay. What you did here was deconstruct her essay so you can
see the outline that kept her paper organized as she wrote. Her outline is
a model for outlines you will create.
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Concluding Paragraphs

Conclusions are more than just stopping. A strong concluding paragraph should
convey a sense of completeness or closure. What do you conclude based on the
points you made? Leave a good final impression.

There are several ways to write an effective conclusion:

• PhilPhilosoosopphizehize. What does this all mean? End with a thought-provoking
insight that asks your reader to think further about what you have writ-
ten–why the subject is important, what should be done, what choice should
be made.

• SynSynththesizeesize, but don’t summarize and don’t repeat yourself. Show the reader
how the points you made fit together.

• PPrediredicctt (what may happen) or makor make a recomme a recommenendadatitionon (what should be
done). Help your reader see the topic differently.

It might be easier to consider what NOT to do in a conclusion:

• Do nDo noott use the phrase “In conclusion.” Readers can see that your essay is
about to end. You don’t have to point it out. That is a clumsy transition.

• Do nDo noott simply restate your original point. You have referred to it through-
out the paper; repeating it one more time can actually be annoying to the
reader.

• Do nDo noott introduce a new idea. A conclusion can expand the reader’s sense of
the topic, but it shouldn’t jump to a different topic altogether.

• Do nDo noott make sentimental, emotional appeals. If your argument is well-
argued, the reader already agrees with you (or at least has agreed to consider
your point).

• Do nDo noott directly address the reader. An essay is written for the general
reader. Do not use “you.” If you want to claim your position, say “I.” If you
want the reader to feel included, say “we.” If you want to look objective, say
“most people” or “students in college.”

Think of an essay like this:
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introduction + body paragraphs = conclusion

The equal sign is important. Your point and your support should lead to the con-
clusion, just like 2 + 2 = 4.

Exercise 3

Look at Jennifer’s essay again. Compare her introductory and conclud-
ing paragraphs. Explain how she returned to the idea that introduced
her essay, but expanded it in a meaningful way.

Takeaways

• Most documents are built with three types of paragraphs: intro-
ductions, body paragraphs, and conclusions.

• The job of introductory paragraphs is to engage the reader and
present the paper’s topic in a thesis.

• Body paragraphs develop the topic with supporting details.
• Concluding paragraphs wrap the paper up gracefully.
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CHAPTER 7: ESSAYS

7.1 Getting Started
7.2 Organizing Ideas
7.3 Writing the Draft
7.4 Polishing the Draft
7.5 Correcting the Final
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7.1 Getting Started

Preview

This section of Ch. 7 will cover the following topics:

• using a writing process
• the purpose of prewriting
• types of prewriting
• choosing a good topic

Effective writing is simply good ideas, expressed well and arranged clearly.

But that is more difficult than it sounds. Writing is not something one just sits
down and does. You can write a text like that or a shopping list, but anything
you are going to submit to a reader for evaluation–a job application, an essay, a
report–should be planned and polished.

How does effective writing happen? Great writers use a writing process. Students
who want to improve their writing learn that a writing process will help them
reach that goal. A writing process also reduces stress and improves grades.

ThThe We Wriritinting Pg Processrocess
The writing process outlined in this chapter is not difficult, but it takes several ses-
sions. It has five steps:

1. PPrerewriwritete:: generate and begin developing ideas
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2. OrganizeOrganize:: identify the document’s purpose, develop the thesis, generate the
basic content, and choose an organizational pattern

3. Draft:Draft: develop the points identified in the outline, add detail, examples, and
commentary, then write an engaging introduction and a useful conclusion
(after this step, the writer has a rough draft)

4. RReevisevise:: review and reshape the draft; make moderate or major changes,
adding or deleting sentences or even paragraphs, expanding important ideas,
replacing a vague word with a more precise one, reorganizing points to
improve quality and clarity

5. EdiEdit:t: make final changes to ensure adherence to standard writing conven-
tions; fix errors in grammar and spelling, then apply formatting guidelines to
ensure correctness (after this step, the writer has a first real draft)

Once these five steps have been completed, a careful writer will seek the
advice of knowledgeable others before considering the project complete. In
college, this usually takes the form of peer editing and tutors.

Then, a writer repeats Steps 4 and 5, re-revising and re-editing until she is satis-
fied. How long this takes depends on how long the writer has. In a timed exam,
this step has to be done quickly. For a major paper, the writer should expect
to do multiple revisions. The longer and more important the document is, the
more time should be spent polishing. (For example, this textbook was revised and
edited dozens of times with feedback from 4 editors!)

Notice the steps are similar to those in any creative project, not just writing. You’d
follow the same steps to design a house or build a robot or paint a painting: come
up with ideas (often vague at first), give them some structure, make a first attempt,
figure out what needs improving, then refine and polish until you are satisfied.

Common Misconceptions

Some students have had good experiences with a writing process. Some have
never even heard of a “writing process.” A few are hopeful. Others are doubtful
that anything can help. Following are some common misconceptions students
have about a writing process:
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• “I do not have to waste time on prewriting if I understand the assignment.”
Even if the task is straightforward and you feel ready to start writing, taking
time to develop ideas before you write a draft gives you an opportunity to
consider what you want to say before you jump in. It actually saves time
overall.

• “It is important to complete a formal, numbered outline for every writing
assignment.” For assignments such as lengthy research papers or books, a
formal outline is helpful. For most college assignments, a scratch outline like
the one recommended in this process is sufficient. The important thing is
that you have a plan.

• “My draft will be better if I write it when I am feeling inspired.” By all
means, take advantage of moments of inspiration. But understand that
“inspired” work is often disorganized, incomplete, and unclear. Also, in col-
lege you often have to write when you are not in the mood.

• “My instructor will tell me everything I need to revise.” It is your job, not
your instructor’s, to transform a rough draft into a final, polished piece of
writing.

• “I am a good writer, so I do not need to revise or edit.” Revising and editing
make poor writers into good writers, and good writers into great writers.
Shakespeare revised his work. So did Jane Austen and George Orwell. Here
is what Ernest Hemingway said when asked about revision:

Interviewer: “How much rewriting do you do?”
Hemingway: “It depends. I rewrote the ending of Farewell to Arms,
the last page of it, 39 times before I was satisfied.”
Interviewer: “Was there some technical problem there? What was
it that stumped you?”
Hemingway: “Getting the words right.”

—The Paris Review Interview, 1956
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Graphics

Here is an example of one famous writer’s revisions. This is the first page
of Charles Dickens’ hand-written manuscript of his classic novel A

Christmas Carol. If Dickens had to revise and edit, you probably need to
do so as well…
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For examples of edits by other famous authors, check out this article:
https://www.buzzfeed.com/alanamohamed/13-drafts-from-famous-
authors-that-only-writers-can

So let’s get started.
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SteStep 1: Pp 1: Prerewriwritintingg
If you think a blank sheet of paper or a blinking cursor on a blank computer screen
is scary, you are not alone. Beginning to write can be intimidating. However, any
big project can be accomplished if you take it a step at a time.

Prewriting is the first stage of this writing process. Prewriting can help you get
started if you don’t know where to begin. It also can help you narrow a topic that
is too broad, help you explore what you know about your chosen topic, and find
interesting examples and details to use in your paper. Prewriting is just brain-
storming in writing.

We get our ideas from many places: what we read, what we hear, what we see and
experience, our imagination. Prewriting helps us turn all of that information into
words on a page. Prewriting is a way to think about what you think, to break
through mental blocks, to get ideas out of your head and down on paper so you
have something with which to work.

There are a few, very simple rules for prewriting:

• Use pencil and paper or a computer, whichever allows you to write more
quickly.

• Write your topic at the top of the page to remind yourself to stick to it. If
you wander off, just look at your topic and wander back.

• Don’t worry about spelling, punctuation, repetition, or exact wording. Your
goal is to simply get as much information on the page as you can.

• Write for 10 minutes. More is unnecessary; less is not enough time to find
unexpected ideas. Don’t stop and re-start. Keep pushing your brain to come
up with one more idea and one more idea. That is when you find interesting
and even surprising stuff.

Types of prewriting explained below include Freewriting, Questioning, Listing,
and Clustering. Try them all, then use the technique that works best for your
thinking process or for the specific assignment.
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Freewriting

Freewriting is when you jot down thoughts that come to mind in rough sentences
or phrases. Try not to doubt or question your ideas. Write freely. Don’t be self-
conscious; nobody is going to grade this. Once you start writing without limita-
tions, you may find you have more to say than you thought.

Here is an example of Freewriting on the topic of “the media.” Notice the writer
isn’t worrying about grammar, fragments, or even staying on topic. She is just
writing down everything that comes to mind about her topic.

Listing

Listing is like Freewriting, but instead of writing across the page, you go from top
to bottom, listing topics or details, one after another, without trying to sort or
organize.
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Here is an example of Listing on the topic of “the media.” Notice the ideas bounce
from one to another, then off in a different direction. The point is to get as many
ideas on the page as possible.

Questioning

Who? What? When? Where? Why? How?

In everyday situations, we pose these questions to get information. Who will be
my partner for the project? What do I need to get at the grocery store? Why is my
car making that noise? In prewriting, answering these kind of questions can help
you recall ideas you already have and generate new thoughts about a topic.

To do Questioning, write the words “who, what, when, where, why, how” down
the left-hand side of a sheet of paper, leaving space between the words. Then, in
the blank space, answer the questions as they relate to your topic in as many ways
as you can. Jump down to answer a question, then jump back up to answer a dif-
ferent one. Fill up the page.
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Here is an example of Questioning on the topic of “the media”:

QuestiQuestionsons RResponsesesponses

Who?
Students, teachers, parents, politicians, employees–almost everyone
uses media. Who creates media? Journalists, reporters, big companies,
political groups. I guess anyone who wants to share information with
others.

What?
Lots of things can be called “the media.” Television, radio, e-mail (?),
newspapers, magazines, books. Is Dear Abby media? Are
advertisements media? What about false advertising?

When?
Media has been around a long time, but seems a lot more important
now. Is that because of computers? When did the news move from
newspapers to TV to online? Is that good or bad?

Where? The media is almost everywhere now. In homes, at work, in cars, on
cell phones, even on watches and glasses!

Why?

This is a good question. Maybe we have mass media because we have
the technology. But even in the 1700s we had newspapers, I think. I do
think journalism is still important. How else can we know what is
going on across the country or around the world? Are “the media”
and “journalism” the same thing? Maybe not. One is information; the
other is entertainment.

How?
Well, media is possible because of technology but I don’t know how
they all work! How does a news article go from the event to me. Do I
need to know? Probably.

Clustering

Clustering allows you to visualize related ideas. Many writers like this method
because it is easy to see how ideas connect.

To do Clustering, write your general topic in the center of a blank sheet of paper.
Then brainstorm specific ideas around it and use lines or arrows to connect them.
Add as many sub-ideas as you can think of. Write for 10 minutes; fill the page. A
good Clustering exercise should fill the page with dozens of ideas.

Note: You can do this on a computer (like the example below) but it’s better on
paper. On a computer, you spend too much time making little circles and choos-
ing colors. On paper, you spend the time coming up with more ideas. The exam-
ple below is just a start; each bubble needs to be developed further.
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Exercise 1

You will do two prewrites for your essay.

First:

Do a first prewrite on the assigned topic. Your goal is to explore
a broad topic to narrow it and make it your own. Use one of the
prewriting styles explained above. You should end up with a
least two pages full of words and ideas.

After you finish, read over what you wrote. Identify one or two
narrow topics that might make a good essay. If you did not find a
good topic, do another prewrite using a different style. Do not
move on to the next task until you have a good topic for your
essay.

Then:

Take that narrowed topic and do a second prewrite on it, using a
different style of prewriting. The goal of this second prewrite is
to generate lots of details about the topic to use in your essay.
Again, you should produce at least two pages full of words.

If you succeeded with these prewrites, you should have a good topic, one
that interests you and is narrow enough to cover thoroughly in a short
paper, and lots of details to help you explain your point. Keep doing
prewrites until you reach that goal. If you hit a dead end, go do some-
thing else for a while (math homework or the laundry), then try again
using a different type of prewriting.

The goal of prewriting is to get information out of your head and onto a piece of
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paper where you can work with it. With a few ideas on paper, writers are often
more comfortable continuing to write.

ChChoosinoosing a Tg a Toopipicc
Before you decide firmly on your topic, put it through a simple test. Answer these
questions:

• Am I interested in this topic? Would my audience be interested?
• Do I have prior knowledge of or experience with my topic, or do I have the

time to learn more about it?
• Is this topic narrow enough to dig into deeply, but large enough to provide

me with ideas to explore?
• Does it meet the assignment requirements?

When you can answer “yes” to all those questions, you are ready for Step 2 of the
writing process.

Takeaways

• A writing process helps students complete any writing assignment
more successfully.

• The process includes five steps. Allow sufficient time to complete
each step before moving on to the next one.

• Prewriting is the first step. Prewriting is the transfer of ideas from
abstract thoughts and feelings into words, phrases, and sentences
on paper.

• Types of prewriting include Freewriting, Listing, Questioning, and
Clustering.
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7.2 Organizing Ideas

Preview

This section of Ch. 7 covers the following topics:

• developing a ththesisesis
• using a critical question
• constructing an outline
• choosing an organizing pattern

Prewriting helps a writer explore possible topics for a paper and figure out what to
say. But to communicate ideas to someone else, those ideas have to be organized.
That is the goal of Step 2: organizing ideas by developing a thesis and an outline.

SteStep 2: Organizinp 2: Organizingg
Organizing begins with aartirticulaculatintingg your point. What are you going to say in this
essay?

Thesis Statements

A thA thesis is a cesis is a clleaear star statemtemenent of tht of the essae essay’y’s main is main iddea.ea. It is thIt is the essae essay toy topipic anc and thd thee
wriwriter’ter’s posis positition or oon or opinipinion on thaon on that tot topipicc.. It’s sort of like the topic sentence of a
paragraph, but it’s the topic sentence for the entire essay.

Here is an example thesis:
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Urban trees are key to a healthy environment for humans. (The essay
topic is “trees in the city” and the writer’s opinion is that they are crucial
to human health.)

A thesis is not just the topic; it is what the writer has to say about that topic. Each
thesis states an opinion, a point. It is not just a fact; it is the writer’s thoughts, feel-
ings, or position on the topic.

Following are guidelines for a strong, clear thesis statement:

• A thA thesis is onesis is one sene sententencece.. The subject of the thesis is the subject of the essay.
Write it first. (For example: “Mail-in voting…”)

• A thA thesis mesis must inust incclludude an oe an opinipinion,on, the point you will make about your sub-
ject. Write that second. (For example: “…should be required in every
state.”) If the thesis is simply a fact (“Americans over the age of 18 can
vote.”), you have nowhere to go.

• A gA good thood thesis shesis shoulould gd geneneraerate a “te a “cricrititical qcal questiuestion,on,”” either “How?” or
“Why?” This is the question you will answer in the body of the essay. A
good critical question for our example thesis would be “Why?” The body
paragraphs will explain why mail-in voting should be required.

• A gA good thood thesis is cesis is clleaear anr and specifid specificc.. Avoid vague language (“interesting,”
“terrible,” “good”). Can you prove that? In our example, “should be
required” is much clearer than “would be a good idea.”

• A gA good thood thesis is shesis is short anort and simd simppllee.. Make sure your position is not too broad
or too narrow. Don’t tackle two or three ideas at once. Our example thesis
does not say mail-in voting should be “encouraged and monitored”–it picks
one focus: “required.”

• A gA good thood thesis is a staesis is a statemtemenent,t, not a question (not “What should we do
about…?”) or an announcement (not “The subject of this paper is…”).

• Be aBe awaware of yre of your aour audiudienencece.. Take a stand without insulting the reader.
(“Only anarchists support mail-in voting” is unnecessarily offensive.) If you
can’t make a point without insulting people who disagree with you, you will
never persuade anyone.

ThThe joe job of a thb of a thesis is to gesis is to geneneraerate ante and gd goovvern thern the essae essayy.. To generate something is
to cause it to be created. To govern something is to control it. A thesis statement
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first creates, then controls the essay. The thesis is usually presented in the essay’s
introductory paragraph, often as the last sentence.

Exercise 1

Create a thesis for your essay.

• First, write down the topic you’ve chosen.
• Then, finish the sentence by stating your opinion or position on

that topic.
• Identify the critical question (How? Why?) you intend to answer

in your essay. If the thesis doesn’t easily lead to a critical question,
it needs more work.

• Test your thesis against the guidelines above. Be sure you can
answer “yes” to all the guidelines before you submit your assign-
ment.

• Then, check your thesis to be sure it meets the assignment
requirements.

When you finish this assignment, you should have a single, clear sen-
tence followed by a one-word question.

Do not proceed to Ex. 2 until your thesis and critical question have been
approved by the instructor.

Outlining

An outlinAn outline is a wrie is a written ptten plan flan for thor the essae essayy.. Without clear organization, your reader
can become confused and lose interest.
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We use the cricrititical qcal questiuestionon generated by the thesis to create the outline. For
example:

Thesis: Mail-in voting should be required in every state.

Critical question: Why?

Answer: Because it is cheaper, easier, and safer.

Those three answers become the three main points in the outline and, eventually,
the topic sentences of the body paragraphs. The answers to the critical question
become the body of your essay.

An outline does not have to be complicated or formal. A short, informal “scratch”
outline that lists your main points in the order you will present them will help you
visualize your argument and ensure the structure is clear to a reader.

Here is a basic structure for a short essay:

• introduction, thesis statement
• main point, supporting detail
• main point, supporting detail
• main point, supporting detail
• conclusion
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Here is an eexamxampplle scrae scratctch outlinh outlinee on the topic of mail-in voting:

• Introduction: quote from Stacey Abrams on barriers to vot-
ing, leading to thesis: Mail-in voting should be required in
every state.

• First section of the body: less expensive (cost of running
polling sites/voting machines vs. postage)

• Next section of the body: eliminates barriers (work conflicts,
family responsibilities, disabilities, long lines)

• Last section of the body: safer (paper trail, eliminates voting
machine interference, no health risk)

• Conclusion: lots of benefits, few downsides

Notice how easy it would be to turn this outline into an essay draft by simply
adding explanations and details to each paragraph?

Ordering Information

We know that the introduction comes first, the conclusion comes last, and the
body of the essay is in the middle. But to be clear and effective, the body of the
essay should be organized as well.

There are three basic patterns to organize the body of an essay: chronological
order, emphatic order, and spatial order.

ChChronronoollogiogicalcal ordorderer is when events are arranged in the order they actually hap-
pen. Chronological order is used for any topic that occurs over time, such as

• explaining the history of an event or a topic
• telling a story or relating an experience
• explaining how to do or to make something
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For example, an essay about the history of the airline industry would begin with its
inception and progress through the essential events up to the present day. This
method uses transition words such as “then,” “after that,” and “finally.”

EmEmpphahatiticc ordorderer is when your points start with the least important and build to the
most important argument, which comes last. Emphatic order is best used for

• persuading and convincing
• ranking items by their benefit or significance
• illustrating a problem and solution

Note: The example outline above on mail-in voting is organized emphatically: it
moves from a good reason, to a better one, to the best one. Emphatic order is com-
mon in persuasive essays because it allows the writer to increasingly strengthen
his argument.

Key transitions might be “one important reason is,” “just as importantly,” and “but
the most important.”

SpaSpatialtial ordorderer means explaining or describing objects as they are arranged in space.
Spatial order is best for

• helping readers visualize something you want them to see
• evoking a scene using the senses (sight, touch, taste, smell, sound)

For example, an essay that describes the parts of a guitar would use spatial order.
You create a picture for the reader that moves in an orderly, logical progression
using clear directional signals (“to the left is…,” “above that…,” “on the back is…”)

These three organizational patterns–chronological, emphatic, and spatial–are
often combined in a long paper, but usually used alone in short essays. The key is
to choose a pattern consciously, one that will best help you achieve your purpose.
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Exercise 2

Create an outline for your essay.

• Choose one of the organizational patterns listed above, the one
you think will best help you explain your essay’s point. Then,
answer your critical question three (or maybe four) times. For
example, if an emphatic pattern seems to make the most sense for
your essay, identify three examples and put them in emphatic
order. If chronological seems to work better, identify three events
and put them in chronological order. This will become the body
of your essay.

• Above those points, write your thesis, critical question, and a brief
note on the content of your introduction.

• Then, below those points, add a brief note about how you will
conclude the essay.

• Just below the outline, tell us which organizational pattern you
chose and why.

The final outline should look like the eexamxampplle scrae scratctch outlinh outlinee above and
be no longer than half a page.

Do not proceed to Ch. 7.4 until your outline has been approved by the
instructor.

Outlining is how you figure out if the essay is going to work. Does your thesis
identify your point? Does the body of the essay explain how or why the thesis
is true? Is the organizational structure you chose the best option to explain your
point? Do you have sufficient details? If not, do more prewriting or organizing.

This process may take you a couple of hours, but the time is well spent. It will
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shorten the time necessary for drafting, but more importantly: it will ensure that
your essay is focused and clear.

Takeaways

• A thesis statement is your topic and your position on that topic.
• An outline is the plan for structuring your essay.

◦ Chronological order is commonly used in eexxposipositorytory writ-
ing.

◦ Emphatic order is most appropriate in a persuasive paper.
◦ Spatial order is best for helping readers visualize something.
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7.3 Writing the Draft

Preview

This section of Ch. 7 will cover the following topics:

• turning the thesis and outline into a ddraftraft
• using topic sentences to generate content
• choosing a title

If a writer just sits down and starts writing a draft, it is likely to be disorganized
and unfocused. The purpose of prewriting and organizing is to identify a topic,
provide a clear direction, generate lots of useful details, and figure out the best
organizational pattern to make your point befbeforeore putting a ton of time into draft-
ing. With that start, writing the draft is much easier and the resulting document
is clearer and more interesting.

SteStep 3: Draftinp 3: Draftingg
Drafting is the stage of the writing process when you develop the first complete
version of the document. A draft essay will include the following:

• an introduction that stimulates the audience’s interest, says what the essay is
about, and motivates readers to keep reading

• a thesis that presents the main point of the essay
• a topic sentence in each body paragraph that states the main idea of the para-

graph and connects that idea to the thesis statement
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• support (facts, examples, explanations) in each body paragraph that develops
or explains the topic sentence

• a conclusion that reinforces the thesis and leaves the audience with a feeling
of completion

This basic format is valid for most essays you will write in college, including long
ones.

The Body Comes First

Although many students assume an essay is written from beginning to end in one
sitting, most well-written essays are built one section at a time, not necessarily in
order, and over several sessions.

WWririte thte the bode body of yy of your essaour essay fiy first, befrst, before yore you wriou write thte the ine introdtroducuctition.on.

This may seem odd. Why write the middle before the beginning? Because the
body of your essay IS the essay. Think of the introduction and conclusion as an
appetizer and dessert for the main course. The body of your essay is the meat,
potatoes, and vegetables. Besides, how can you write an introduction if you don’t
yet know what you are going to introduce? Write the body first.

ThThe bode body of yy of your essaour essay is wy is whhere yere you eou exxpplain, elain, exxpanpand upon, dd upon, deetail, antail, and supd supportport
yyour thour thesis.esis. Each point in your outline can be turned into a topic sentence, which
then becomes a paragraph or two by adding details that clarify and demonstrate
your point.

Work on the body of your essay in several separate sessions. You’ll be surprised
the kind of changes you want to make to something you wrote yesterday when you
look at it again today. Keep working on the body until it says what you want.
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Exercise 1

Using the thesis and outline you created in Ch. 7.2 and following the
instructions above, write the body of your essay.

Before you finish, review the information in Ch. 6.3 on topic sentences,
supporting ideas, transitions, and body paragraphs. Be sure that infor-
mation is reflected in your body paragraphs.

Then move on to the next step.

Write the Introduction Second

ThThe ine introdtroducuctory patory pararagragrapph has a vh has a very specifiery specific joc jobb: i: it at attrattraccts thts the reae readder’er’s ins interestterest
anand presend presents thts the the thesis.esis. In a long paper, it can also supply any necessary back-
ground information or preview major points.

There are lots of ways to write a good introduction. Read through the body of
your essay one more time and think about what you could say to invite your reader
in. How could you make the reader curious? Remember the different options for
introductions that we looked at in Ch. 6.3:

• Begin with a broad, general statement of the topic, narrowing to the thesis.
• Start with an idea or a situation the opposite of the one you will develop.
• Convince the readers the subject applies to them or is something they

should know.
• Use an incident or brief story–something that happened to you or that you

heard about.
• Ask questions so the reader thinks about the answers or so you can answer

the questions.
• Use a quotation to add someone else’s voice to your own.
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As with the body, schedule at least two sessions to write your introduction. Com-
ing back to reconsider what you’ve said gives you a new perspective.

Exercise 2

Now, write your introductory paragraph.

• Decide which technique from the list in Ch. 6.3 would work best
to introduce your essay.

• Draft your introduction, starting with a hook and ending with
your thesis.

Work on your introductory paragraph until it is clear, focused, and
engaging. Insert it before your body paragraphs.

Then move on to the next step.

The Conclusion Is Next

Once you have put together your body paragraphs and attached your introduction
at the beginning, it is time to write a conclusion. It is vital to put as much effort
into the conclusion as you did for the rest of the essay. A conclusion that is unor-
ganized or repetitive can undercut even the best essay.

A conclusion’s job is to wrap the essay up so the reader is left with a good final
impression. A strong concluding paragraph brings the paper to a graceful end.
We discussed several approaches in Ch. 6.3: philosophize, synthesize, predict.

Do nnoott do any of the following:

• use the phrase “In conclusion”
• repeat your thesis
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• introduce a new idea
• make sentimental, emotional appeals
• directly address the reader

Exercise 3

Write a concluding paragraph for your essay. Check Ch. 6.3 for guidance
on what a conclusion should do. Work on your conclusion until it is
clear, focused, and engaging. Insert it after your body paragraphs.

Then move on to the next steps.

The Title

Titles are a brief and interesting summary of what the document is about. Titles
are generally more than one word but no more than several words.

Like the headline in a newspaper or magazine, an essay’s title gives the audience a
first peek at the content. If readers like the title, they are likely to keep reading.

Go to Ch. 8 and look at the titles of the essays listed there. Notice which ones are
both engaging and informative.

Caution: Don’t be too clever with a title. A clear title is better than something
creative but confusing. Also, remember that “Essay 1” is not a title.

Adding Formatting

Once your draft is written, the document should be formatted. The format of a
document is how it is laid out, what it looks like.
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An instructor, a department, or a college will often require students to follow a
specific formatting style. The most common are APA (American Psychological
Association) and MLA (Modern Language Association). Guides like Diana
Hacker’s A Pocket Style Manual and websites like the Purdue Online Writing Lab
can help you understand how formatting works. Most writing classes, including
this one, use MLA.

Below is an example of MLA formatting:

Here is an explanation of the formatting example above:

• Use standard-sized paper (8.5” x 11”).
• Double-space all of the paper, from the heading through the last page.
• Set the document margins to 1” on all sides.
• Do not use a title page unless requested to do so by your instructor.
• Create a running header with your last name and the page number in the

upper right-hand corner, 1” from the top and aligned with the right margin.
Number all pages consecutively.

• List your name, the instructor’s name and title, the course name and section,
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and the assignment’s due date in the heading on the top left of the first page.
(Notice the date is written day, month, year without commas.)

• Center the essay title below the heading. Follow the rules on capitalization
in Ch. 3.2. Do not increase font size, use bold, or underline.

• Begin the paper below the title. No extra spaces.
• Indent paragraphs 1” from the left margin.

Exercise 4

Give your essay a title, and then format it correctly.

Submit this draft to the instructor. Do not proceed to Ch. 7.4 until your
draft has been approved.

Am I Finished Now?

The first draft of your essay is a complete piece of writing, but it is not finished.
The best writing goes through multiple drafts before it is complete.

The final steps of the writing process–revising and editing–are crucial to the qual-
ity of the final document (and the grade you receive). During the next two steps,
you will have the opportunity to make changes to your first draft.

For now, put your draft away overnight and look at it one more time before going
on to the next step: revising.
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Takeaways

• The key structural parts of an essay are a thesis in an engaging
introductory paragraph, multiple body paragraphs with support-
ing details, and a concluding paragraph that ends the essay grace-
fully.

• Your outline guides the development of the body paragraphs.
Each main idea becomes the topic sentence of a new paragraph
that is then developed with supporting details.

• Write the introduction after the body paragraphs. Write the con-
clusion last.

• Titles should be clear and concise.
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7.4 Polishing the Draft

Preview

This section of Ch. 7 will cover the following topics:

• the difference between revision and editing
• revising for clarity
• revising for quality

You may think a completed first draft means you are finished. Experienced writers
know that draft is just half-way to the finish line.

Revising and editing are the final two steps in the writing process, and completing
those steps successfully are the difference between substandard work and excel-
lent writing.

• When you revise, you add, cut, move, or change information to make your
ideas more accurate, more interesting, or more convincing. ThThe ge goal of reoal of revi-vi-
sision is con is clalarirityty..

• When you edit, you fix problems in grammar, punctuation, and sentence
structure. Then you format the document according to the guidelines set by
your instructor. ThThe ge goal of edioal of editinting is correcg is correctntness.ess.

This section of Ch. 7 covers revision. The next section will cover editing.
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Tip

The essay “The Maker’s
Eye” by Donald Murray
provides great insight
into the revision
process. A link to the
essay is in Ch. 8.

SteStep 4: Rp 4: Reevisinvisingg
The word “revision” tells you what to do:
“vision” is seeing, and you will look care-
fully at your draft during this step. When
you revise, your job is to look critically and
find things to improve.

Many people hear the words “critical” and
“criticism” and think of negative feelings
that make them blush or grumble. However,
as a writer, you need to be cribe crititical of ycal of yourseourselflf
in a posiin a posititivve wae wayy.. You need to train your eye
to see problems and learn to trust your abil-
ity to fix what needs fixing. “Critical” also
means “important and crucial.”

When revising, look at organization, clarity, and writing quality.

First Revision: Organization

All the ideas in each paragraph and the entire essay should be arranged in a way
that makes logical sense.

The following tasks do not have to be done in order. In fact, mixing up the order
might help you focus better. Look at one of the body paragraphs, then skip back
to the introduction, then skip forward to the conclusion, then do a different body
paragraph. That way, your mind can focus on one segment at a time.

• Read the introductory paragraph. Ask yourself if it is as strong as you can
make it. Is it engaging? Is the thesis clearly stated?

• Read the topic sentence of each body paragraph and ask yourself if it is tied
to the thesis.

• Read each body paragraph and ask yourself if you have provided adequate
details and examples to explain the topic sentence, without repeating your-
self.
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• Be sure the body paragraphs are logically organized. Read the three topic
sentences, one after the other, and ask yourself if the order is effective.
Would your point be clearer if you changed the order?

• Read the concluding paragraph. Does it provide a sense of closure rather
than just repeating what has already been said?

Second Revision: Pruning

Trees grow well with sufficient sunshine and rain. Sometimes, though, they grow
so vigorously that their roots invade the foundation of the house, branches knock
against windows, and leaves fall into rain gutters, clogging them. To ensure the
tree remains attractive and healthy, it often needs pruning.

That is true about writing too. Many student writers are worried about not having
enough to say. A more serious problem with student writing is wordiness. Three
common problems in student writing are focus, transitions, and clarity.

Problem #1: Focus

Sometimes writers cannot resist a good didigressigressionon. Even though you might enjoy
such detours, unplanned digressions usually harm a piece of writing.

Read the following paragraph twice. The first time, include the words that are
lined out. The second time, skip them. Notice the information about the shop-
ping experience gets the reader off track. The paragraph is clearer and more
focused without the digression.

Buying a television can be confusing. The first important decision as the
shopper walks around the sales floor is whether to get a plasma screen or
an LCD screen. The salespeople may give you decent info. Plasma flat-
panel television screens can be much larger in diameter than their LCD
rivals. Plasma screens show truer blacks and can be viewed at a wider angle
than current LCD screens. But be careful and tell the salesperson you
have budget constraints. Large flat-panel plasma screens are much more
expensive than flat-screen LCD models. Don’t let someone make you buy
more television than necessary!
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It takes time to learn to prune your own writing. But practice makes perfect. As
you revise, see if you can spot digressions.

Problem #2: Conciseness

Sometimes writers use too many words when fewer words will appeal
more to their audience and better fit their purpose in a given piece of writ-
ing.

The sentence above is much clearer without the crossed out words and the mean-
ing is the same. Our goal is not simply to make sentences shorter; it’s to make
them stronger.

Here are some common examples of wordiness to look for in your draft.

• Sentences that begin with “There are” or “It is”

◦ Wordy: There are two major experiments that the Biology Department
sponsors.

◦ Revised: The Biology Department sponsors two major experiments.
(move the subject to the front of the sentence)

• Sentences with unnecessary modifiers

◦ Wordy: Two extremely famous and well-known consumer advocates
spoke in favor of the legislation.

◦ Revised: Two well-known consumer advocates spoke in favor of the
legislation. (“extremely famous” and “well-known” mean the same
thing)

• Sentences in the passive voice or with forms of the verb “to be”

◦ Wordy: It can be said that using a GPS device is something that is a
benefit to drivers who have a poor sense of direction.

◦ Revised: Using a GPS device can benefit drivers who have a poor sense
of direction.

• Sentences with round-about phrases

◦ Wordy: The e-book reader, which is a recent invention, may become as
commonplace as the cell phone. My grandfather bought an e-book
reader, and his wife bought an e-book reader, too.
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◦ Revised: The e-book reader, a recent invention, may become as com-
monplace as the cell phone. Both my grandparents have bought e-book
readers.

Here are some wordy phrases to avoid; use the simpler, clearer option:

WWordordyy CCononcise Rcise Reepplalacemcemenentsts

a majority of most

at this point in time now

based on the fact that because

during the course of during

in connection with about

in order to to

in the event that if

a number of some/many

at the conclusion of after

despite the fact that although

on a daily basis daily

so as to to

prior to before

take into consideration consider

until such time as until

George Orwell, a perceptive and deliberate writer, once wrote, “Never use a long
word where a short one will do.” Student writers often think fancier words are
better just because they are fancy. They aren’t.

FFananccy Wy Wordsords Plain RPlain Reepplalacemcemenentsts

accompany go with

accomplish do

advise tell
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FFananccy Wy Wordsords Plain RPlain Reepplalacemcemenentsts

attempt try

benefit help

demonstrate show

due to because of

finalize end/finish

furnish provide, give

initiate begin

perform do

utilize use

Problem #3: Appropriateness

College essays should be written in formal English suitable for an academic situa-
tion and should be accessible and appropriate for any reader.

• Avoid slang and language that is overly casual. Write about “men,”
“women,” and “children” rather than “girls,” “guys,” and “kids.”

• Avoid contractions. Contractions such as “can’t” and “aren’t” are consid-
ered casual speech.

• Avoid clichés. Overused expressions such as “rule of thumb” or “skill set”
have been used so often they are empty of meaning.

• Use specific rather than overly general words. Find concrete synonyms for
“thing,” “nice,” “bad,” “interesting,” and other such words.

• Use nonsexist language. Replace male-gender words with non-gender words
when possible (“chair” instead of “chairman,” “police officers” instead of
“policemen”). Alternate “he” and “she” or use genderless plurals like “they.”

• When referring to people with disabilities, put the person first (“a woman
who is blind” rather than “a blind woman”). A disability is something a per-
son has, not what a person is.

ThThorough anorough and dd deetailtailed reed revisivision is won is whahat difft differenerentiatiates wtes weak wrieak writinting from strong from strongg
wriwritinting.g. Professional writers know this and dedicate the majority of their time to
revising.
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How long should you spend on revising? As long as you can. This step can take
longer than all the other steps combined.

Exercise 1

Revise your essay. Polish it, prune it, make it clearer and stronger.

Then, cut-and-paste the introductory paragraph from your first draft and
the introductory paragraph from this revised draft into a Word docu-
ment to submit to the instructor. In a few sentences, explain the changes
you made.

Remember that a revision is not simply the first draft with a few mechan-
ical corrections. There should be obvious differences in content, organi-
zation, and clarity between the two versions.

Takeaways

• Revising and editing are the stages of the writing process when
you improve your draft.

• A polished essay is clearly organized and concisely worded.
• Revision takes time.
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7.5 Correcting the Final

Preview

This section of Ch. 7 will cover the following topics:

• editing for mechanics (grammar, usage, punctuation, formatting)
• using peer editing and tutors for feedback

Readers do not notice correct spelling, but they notice misspellings. They look
past your sentences to get to your ideas, unless the sentences are awkward and
poorly constructed. They do not cheer when you use “there,” “their,” and
“they’re” correctly, but they notice when you do not. Readers (including class-
mates, teachers, bosses, and customers) are impressed by an error-free document.

While some essays are more clever, more informed, or more persuasive than oth-
ers, anyone can produce an error-free document if they spend enough time edit-
ing. The chapters of this book on word use, parts of speech, sentences,
punctuation, and capitalization will help you eliminate mechanical errors in your
writing. Track which topics you master and keep working on the ones that chal-
lenge you. Don’t hesitate to ask for help from your instructor or MHCC tutors.

SteStep 5: Edip 5: Editintingg
The final step after revising content is editing. When you edit, you examine the
mechanical parts of the paper: spelling, grammar, punctuation, sentence structure,
and formatting. ThThe ge goal of edioal of editinting is correcg is correctntness.ess.
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Tip

Use the spell checker
on your computer. It
will catch most of your
misspellings.

Turn off the grammar
checker and automatic
fill functions on your
computer. They are
wrong about half the
time.

Do not begin editing until you are sure the content is complete. Then, do your
first round of edits on the computer so you can fix problems as you go. Always do
a final read-through on the printed page; you will see things that you miss on the
computer.

Look for problems you know you have, as well as the following common errors:

• Check capitalization and punctuation,
especially commas, apostrophes, quo-
tation marks, and italics.

• Use words correctly. Avoid clichés and
generalizations. A void words like
“aspect,” “amount,” “things,” “interest-
ing,” and “flow”; they are vague and
often used incorrectly. Don’t use
“you.”

• Be sure sentences are complete, no
run-ons or fragments.

• Look for common grammar problems,
including parallel structure, pronoun
use, subject/verb agreement, misplaced
or dangling modifiers, and verb tense
inconsistency.

• Run a spellcheck, but be sure it hasn’t
overlooked words.

• Double-check that you have formatted
the document correctly (see Ch. 7.3).

Proofreading

PProofrearoofreadindingg requires patience; it is very easy to miss a mistake. Wait at least a
day after you have finished revising to proofread. Some professional proofread-
ers read a text backward (the last paragraph, then the one before that, and so on)
so they can concentrate on mechanics rather than being distracted by content.
Another helpful technique is to read a paper aloud, paying attention to every
word, letter, and punctuation mark.
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Proofreading takes time, but the benefits can be seen in the quality of your work,
the response of your readers, and the grade you earn.

GeGettintting Fg Feedeedbabacckk
After working closely with a piece of writing, we need to step back and show our
work to someone who can give us an honest response about its strengths and
weaknesses. Every professional writer does this. Every student writer would ben-
efit from doing this. Getting feedback is your opportunity to learn what confuses
and delights a reader so you can improve your work before sharing the final draft
with a wider audience. The best feedback for college students is from tutors and
classmates.

Using Tutors

The best time to get help from a tutor is…any time. Tutors can help with chal-
lenges along the way or by providing final feedback before you submit work for a
grade. They can help you spot, understand, and fix grammar or mechanical prob-
lems. They can provide suggestions on clarity and organization.

What tutors won’t do is fix your paper for you. Don’t expect that. But they will
help you fix your own paper. One of the best gifts you can give yourself is to take
advantage of tutoring support.

Peer Editing

A college instructor rarely has time to go over drafts in detail with students. Your
mom and your best friend aren’t going to say anything bad. Even a tutor is only
going to give you one opinion. But a small group of students who are working on
(maybe struggling with) the same assignment, learning the same information, and
as invested as you are in succeeding is a perfect group to give helpful feedback.

How many peer editors do you need? Three or four is plenty. Fewer, and you will
have a hard time separating subjective reactions from objective advice. More, and
you will just get duplicate information.
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“Peer editing” is more than just asking someone for feedback. You should trade
papers with your peers and edit their work as they edit yours. Trading papers has
a hidden benefit: the best way to become a good editor of your own writing is to
practice editing someone else’s work. It is much easier to see problems in someone
else’s writing and your editing “muscles” get exercised and trained. You will learn
almost as much from doing a peer edit as you will from getting one.

Remember that the purpose of peer editing is to receive constructive criticism, not
just compliments. Although you may be uncomfortable sharing your writing at
first, it gets easier and the value is immeasurable.

Becoming a good editor does not happen spontaneously, but the more you do it,
the better you get. Our initial tendency may be to say only what is wrong with a
piece of writing, to praise it excessively, to remain silent, to argue every point, or
to say what we think the writer wants to hear. Try to avoid those pitfalls.

The following guidelines will help you become a better editor and a better writer.

FFiirst, as thrst, as the wrie writerter

The version of your essay that you share for feedback should be what you think
is a finished document. When you give your essay to a reader for editing, you are
saying, “I think I am done. Do you see any problems I have missed?” Giving an
unpolished draft to a reader is lazy; you are basically saying, “Will you finish my
assignment for me?”

When you give your work to an editor, don’t apologize for how bad or unworthy
it is. (If it’s that bad, it isn’t ready for peer editing.) Don’t explain your intention;
it should be clear. In fact, it can be helpful to ask your peer editor to tell you what
they think your intention is. You may ask an editor to pay particular attention to
something that has caused you problems. Otherwise, just say, “Thank you” and
let go.

ThThen, as a reaen, as a readderer
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Tip

These steps for editing
the work of another
person can also be used
by you on your own
work.

• Be respectful. Don’t criticize in a way
that makes a writer feel stupid. Believe
in the possibilities of the essay. Avoid
sweeping judgments (“this is good,”
“this is bad”); if you can’t say why, the
writer won’t know what to do. Give
specific input (“I can’t find the thesis,”
“The transitions were easy to follow.”)
Avoid the word “you”; talk about the
essay, not the writer.

• Write on the essay. In fact, write all
over it!

• Read the essay at least twice. The first
time, get familiar with the topic and
note mechanical errors. Then, go over
the essay a second time. Look deeper. Consider organization, clarity, and
writing quality. Note anything that confuses you, interests you, or bores
you.

• If your instructor has provided a grading rubric, use it as a guideline for
which areas to check.

• Here are some questions you could answer, but don’t hesitate to offer any-
thing that seems useful.

◦ Is the formatting correct?
◦ Is the title interesting?
◦ Is the introductory paragraph engaging and does it indicate the direc-

tion of the essay?
◦ Is the thesis clear and specific?
◦ Does the body of the essay develop and support the main idea?
◦ Are transitions clear?
◦ Does the essay include extra, unnecessary material, or is more detail

needed? If so, where?
◦ Does the conclusion feel meaningful?

• Finally, answer these two questions. Every writer needs to hear something
good, but nobody has ever produced a perfect document on a first try.
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◦ What one thing most needs to be improved in this essay?
◦ What one thing did you like best or remember most clearly?

We won’t be doing peer editing as a class, but you are encouraged, invited, and
applauded if you want to set up a peer editing group on your own.

After Feedback

After your essay has been critiqued, whether by a tutor or peer editors, read the
input you receive.

• If the mechanical suggestions are correct, make those changes. Always dou-
ble check; do not simply take an editor’s word for a grammar or punctuation
rule!

• Decide which suggestions on the content will improve your essay and which
will not. Incorporate the ideas you like. If several readers note the same
problem, take the advice seriously. However, you are always the final judge
about what you do in your own essay.

Exercise 1

Edit your essay. Correct any mechanical or formatting errors, and make
any changes you want based on feedback you received. Submit the final
draft for grading.

Now Am I Done?

The writing process is “recursive.” That means you can repeat steps at any point if
you need to do so. If you start drafting and realize your thesis needs to be clearer,
go back and work on Step 2 again. If you are in the middle of revising and think a
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paragraph needs more detail, do a quick prewrite to see what other details you can
discover.

When should you consider your essay finished? Donald Murray wrote this in
“The Maker’s Eye”:

“A piece of writing is never finished. It is delivered to a deadline.”

The best writers always have an urge to keep tinkering. If you give yourself
enough time to work through this process, however, you WILL reach a point
where you have a good product, and you will do so before the assignment is due.

Takeaways

• Editing is a skill that improves with practice.
• Using feedback requires you to be open to input but also able to

identify what will help you achieve your purpose.
• If you use this writing process, your final document will be much

better than it would have been otherwise.
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CHAPTER 8: READINGS

8.1 Example Essays
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8.1 Example Essays

Preview

This chapter provides links to example essays from both professional
and student writers.

Reading excellent writers is not just entertaining or informative. It also intro-
duces you to new styles, vocabulary, and structures. Analyzing what you read
expands your own writing skills. Reading good writing is also the easiest way to
become a better writer.

Professional Essay Examples

These essays by published writers demonstrate the skills necessary to write well.
I will refer to them when we talk about writing and reading, and we will use them
in several assignments.

“How to Mark a Book” by Mortimer Adler is a great little essay with simple
instructions for how to learn the most from what you read. It is available
at https://stevenson.ucsc.edu/academics/stevenson-college-core-courses/
how-to-mark-a-book-1.pdf

“I Won’t Hire People Who Use Poor Grammar. Here’s Why” by Karl
Wiens. This essay was published in the Harvard Business Review, where
big employers get information, and is available at https://hbr.org/2012/07/
i-wont-hire-people-who-use-poo.

“The Maker’s Eye” by Donald M. Murray is about the revision process.
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It might be comforting to know that professional writers spend a lot of
time revising. The essay is available through the MHCC library database
in Academic Search Complete at https://login.ezp.mhcc.edu/
login?url=https://search.ebscohost.com/
login.aspx?direct=true&AuthType=cookie,ip,cpid,url,uid&custid=s37074
48&db=a9h&AN=1075085&site=ehost-live

Student Example Essays

These essays were all written by students at Mt. Hood Community College–stu-
dents just like you.

This first essay was written in WR115 by Pablo Medina. The assigned
subject was “Mt. Hood Community College.” He narrowed the subject
to an appropriate size and stayed focused throughout the essay. He pro-
vides three examples of why his thesis is true, with each example more
important than the previous one (emphatic order). His thesis is clearly
stated in the introduction, his body paragraphs each have a topic sentence
and specific details, and the conclusion is relevant without being repet-
itive. https://saintsmhcc-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mon-
teveg_mhcc_edu/
EWnShSZ6lolHn_QRNYUbgcwBF7gEIBxmlN40ryx_pTIbJQ?e=kojj1U

This essay by Jennifer Steimer was written for WR121. She deals with the
same topic as Pablo, but in a more complex way. She used a chronological
structure to organize the essay, then revised and edited to correct mechan-
ical errors. One thing that makes the essay excellent is the quality of
her details. https://saintsmhcc-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mon-
teveg_mhcc_edu/EfOf3UyoKv9KvX_v0BNVIgIBLnCt2KzsnCLSy-
IMVGKhZxA?e=NVVIr1

This essay by Brittany McLoughlin is another example of how specific
detail makes an essay come alive. Her thesis is the last sentence in the
introduction. Her body paragraphs all begin with topic sentences. Notice
how she comes back to her original image of the butterflies in the conclu-
sion, but she isn’t just repeating what she already said: she is expanding
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upon it. https://saintsmhcc-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mon-
teveg_mhcc_edu/EcpacGGkDj1ArJZXo7-ltZ0BCxu3WMIsJqnEoyK-
LxJiY2A?e=OoGOW7

This last essay by Angela Godfrey is another great example of organi-
zation and detail. Her concluding paragraph is especially good. Like all
the other writers, Angela went over and over her essay–first on her own,
then in a peer editing group, then again on her own–until she was con-
fident it had no grammar or usage errors. https://saintsmhcc-my.share-
point.com/:b:/g/personal/monteveg_mhcc_edu/
Ec05SQKpiRJIjmHM-L6NMCABvZx9gpTRp-
BLIQYGDa7ZE0w?e=oDKP07

Tip

When you log in to an essay, consider printing it out. Why?

• Some sites limit the number of times you can access materials on
their site before they require you to subscribe. Often a subscrip-
tion is free, but sometimes it is not. If you log in to check out an
essay, then log in again later to read it, then log in again to check
something, you may find the site won’t let you back in.

• But more importantly, understanding and retention are both
increased when readers make notes on a document rather than to
try to remember what they thought about the reading.
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Glossary
aaddjecjectitivvee

a word used to describe a noun or pronoun

aaddvvererbb

a word that modifies a verb, an adjective, or another adverb

annannootatatete

add notes to, comment on

anantecedtecedenentt

a word the pronoun refers to

anantontonymym

a word that means the opposite of another word

aartirticcllee

a specific type of adjective; there are three articles in English: “the," “a," and
“an."

aartirticulaculatete

express an idea fluently and coherently

aavividd

interested, enthusiastic

babarrbabarousrous

uncivilized, discordant, harsh
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brabracckkeetsts

a pair of marks, like square parentheses [ ], that enclose words or numbers to
separate them from the rest of a sentence

cchhronronoollogiogicalcal

according to time

cicitedted

to identify the source of an idea or phrase

cclalauseuse

a group of words that includes both a subject and a verb

cclilicchhéé

an overused or unoriginal word or phrase

comma spcomma splilicece

when a comma is used incorrectly between two independent clauses

comcompounpound nd nounoun

a noun made up of more than one word

comcompreprehhensiensionon

the act of understanding

conconcisecisellyy

briefly

conconddenseense

shorten
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conconjunjuncctitionon

a word that joins or connects

connconnootatatitionon

ideas or feelings generated by a word that go beyond its literal meaning

consonanconsonantt

any letter other than a, e, i, o, u, and sometimes y

concontratracctitionon

a word created by combining two words, deleting some letters, and adding an
apostrophe

cricriteriateria

the standard or model used for comparison

ddeepenpenddenent ct clalauseuse

a group of words that contains a subject and a verb but is dependent on the
rest of the sentence to finish the thought

didigressigressionon

a departure or a shift from the main point

ddocumocumenentt

record evidence

ddraftraft

the preliminary or early version of a document

edieditt

correct errors
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eellillipsespses

a set of three periods . . . that means words have been removed

emempphahatiticc

based on importance

essaessayy

a short, subjective piece of writing that analyzes or interprets a topic

eexxposipositorytory

a type of writing that investigates, evaluates, and explains an idea or topic

fformaormatt

arrangement on the page

frafragmgmenentt

an incomplete sentence, missing a subject, a verb, and/or a complete thought

ggeneneraeratete

create

glglossaossaryry

a list of words and their meanings

ggoovvernern

control

grammagrammarr

the system and structure of a language
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hhomomononymym

words that sound like each other but have different meanings

ininddeepenpenddenent ct clalauseuse

a group of words that includes a subject, a verb, and a complete thought

inintegrategratete

combine with other information

ininterjecterjectitionon

a word inserted into a sentence to express surprise or emotion

iirregularregularr

different from other, more common forms

isoisolalatete

separate, remove from the context

liliteralteral

actual

mispmisplalaced mced modifiodifierer

a phrase or clause that is awkwardly placed in a sentence so that it seems to
refer to an unintended word

mmodifyodify

add information to

nnounoun

the name of a person, place, thing, or idea
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oobbjecjectt

a noun, noun phrase, or pronoun affected by the action of the verb

papararapphhrasedrased

to rewrite something in your own words but without changing the meaning

paparenrenththeseseses

rounded brackets (like this), used to mark off or separate out words or phrases
in a sentence

paparts of speecrts of speechh

the system used to classify English words based on what they do in a sentence

past tensepast tense

a verb form that expresses an action which took place in the past

pphhraserase

a groups of words that does not include the sentence subject or verb

PlaPlagiagiarismrism

taking someone else's idea or words and presenting them as if they were yours

possessipossessivvee

words that show ownership

predipredicacatete

the part of the sentence that contains the verb and that tells what happened
to the subject or what state the subject is in
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prepreposiposititionon

a word that describes the relationship between a noun or a pronoun and
something else in the sentence

prepreposiposititional ponal phhraserase

a group of words that begins with a preposition and ends with a noun or pro-
noun

procrastinaprocrastinatete

delay or postpone

pronpronounoun

a word used in place of a noun

proofreaproofreadindingg

examining writing carefully to find and correct mechanical errors such as
spelling, grammar, punctuation, and typing errors

purposefulpurposeful

not accidentally or randomly, but with a goal

rerevisevise

re-examine for clarity and quality

runrun-on-on

two or more independent clauses merged together with insufficient punctua-
tion between them

sensententencece

a group of words that contains a subject, a verb, and a complete thought
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spaspatialtial

as arranged in space

strastrategytegy

plan of action

susubbjecjectt

the main noun or pronoun which performs the action in a sentence

summasummarizerize

a brief statement of the main points of a longer work

synsynononymym

a word or phrase that means exactly or almost exactly the same thing as
another word or phrase

ththesisesis

a brief statement of the essay's main point

ununeethithicalcal

lacking moral principles

vvererbb

a word that expresses action or a state of being

vvererb pb phhraserase

a verb comprised of two or more words

vvererb tenseb tense

the form of the verb that tells us when the action is occurring
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vvoowweell

the letters a, e, i, o, u, and sometimes y

wwororksks

something done or made
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MARC Record
Click to download the MARC record for this ebook.

More information about MHCC Library’s OER MARC template can be found
here.
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